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DINING ROOMS. WHERE YOU SHARE CONVERSATION AND FOOD WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
WHERE CHILDREN SPREAD OUT THEIR HOMEWORK. WHERE YOU LEFT YOUR KEYS AND MAIL.
ONE OF THE FIRST ROOMS GUESTS SEE WHEN THEY ENTER YOUR HOME.
THE BACKDROP TO A LIFETIME OF MEMORIES.
Dining room, designed by Margaret Nowell of Nowell & Co. for the family of Brian and Kris Wordsworth,
featured in the December/January issue of Walter magazine.

2801-4D Ward Blvd. • Brentwood Center, Wilson, NC
Located off US 264, about 45 minutes from the Raleigh area

252.237.3881

Enjoy
seeing
the future
clearly

Maria Bowie ﬁrst noticed her deteriorating
vision while driving at night. Soon she
was unable to garden, read comfortably,
or complete her famous jigsaw puzzles.
Maria consulted with her ophthalmologist
and was referred to the Duke Eye Center
Cataract Team. Maria now enjoys the
best vision she’s had in years and is back
to putting her jigsaw puzzles together in
record time.

Over twenty faculty members comprise
the Duke Eye Center Cataract Team,
making them one of the most experienced groups of cataract surgeons in
the nation. From standard cataract lens
replacement to the latest in multifocal
lenses, Duke has you covered.
or visit
Call
DukeEye.org for an appointment
to discuss your cataracts.

LOCATIONS
Duke Eye Center, Durham
Duke Eye Center of Cary
Duke Eye Center of North Durham
Duke Eye Center at Page Road
Duke Eye Center of Raleigh
Duke Eye Center at Southpoint
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“More people have found
what they wanted at Whitley
Furniture Galleries than any
other furniture store
in the Triangle.”

100,000 SQ. FT. SHOWROOM!
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTERIOR
DESIGN SERVICES

JUST 12 MINUTES OFF I-540 | 919.269.7447

whitleygalleries.com
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Twe meet again

Romance your bedroom with soft touches of color
with selections from...
Ann Gish

Hickory Chair
Arteriors
Port 68

Regina Andrew
Taylor King

Affectionately Yours, Walter the dog

GreenFront
Interiors & Rugs

Raleigh’s Largest and Most Unique Selection of Oriental Rugs, Fine Furniture and Accessories

2004 Yonkers Rd., Raleigh, NC 27604 | 919- 754-9754 | greenfront.com
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Move forward.

This year brings the promise of great beginnings and happy endings – in your new home. So enjoy your life.
We’ll help you move forward, confidently, in the direction of your dreams. For more information,

call 1-800-210-0321 or visit allentate.com.
Real Estate • Mortgage • Insurance • Relocation • Home Services • Builder Services
Join us on

and
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Letter from the editor

The Raleigh School is a cooperative
community of children, parents, and
teachers that fosters a love of learning
in an atmosphere of challenge,
inquiry, and respect.

Schedule a visit to see first-hand our
child-centered environment where each child’s
natural curiosity and innate love of learning is
nurtured within a caring community.

Preschool

Elementary

18 months–5 years
919.828.5351

Kindergarten–Grade 5
919.546.0788

1141 Raleigh School Drive
Located near the PNC Arena

www.raleighschool.org

Mark Petko

Learn.
Discover.
Grow.

W

N.C. State Chancellor's Residence, The Point

When Walter was still in the brainchild stage, our inspiration came
from a real sense of wonder about this place we call home. What made our mediumsized city so hugely dynamic in so many areas, from higher education to healthcare,
from art to technology?
We knew it was the people, and we wanted to tell their stories.
This month, with technology as our focus, we had a goldmine of opportunity.
Raleigh is teeming with leaders and doers in technology who are building, growing,
and transforming their own businesses and Raleigh itself in the process.
They’re a diverse bunch. Some are young; not all. Some do esoteric-sounding
things, like data mining; some make games. Some have been steeped in software and
coding from their formative years; others are born leaders who happen to be in this
space. Some are doctors turned researchers turned entrepreneurs; some are businesspeople who know how to grow something good.
What they share is a passion for their work and a serious interest in building a
community. As they actively court fellow technology entrepreneurs and adventurers, these folks know that the sum of a burgeoning “creative class” cluster here is far
greater than its parts. They understand that a city alive with art and food and theatre
and music leads to one alive with entrepreneurialism, jobs, and success.
And so they’re supportive of all of that, and of one another. They’re enthusiastic.
They’re busy. They’re invested, they’re curious, and they’re smart about it. I hope you
enjoy reading their stories as much as we have loved reporting, writing, editing, and
photographing them, and that your 2013 is off to a start as exciting as theirs!

Liza Roberts
Editor & General Manager
NAEYC, SAIS & SACS Accredited
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Shop for Luxury
IN ONE OF NC’S LARGEST FLOORING SHOWROOMS

Personalized Service + Amazing Selection + 1 Stop Source for Floor Covering
Now Offering Beautiful Window Coverings

THAD’S

Family owned since 1981.
5110 ATLANTIC AVE. | RALEIGH
919-873-1115 | www.thadscarpetone.com
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First love, baking

©2013 The Container Store® Inc. All rights reserved. *The minimum elfa installation fee is $180, other restrictions apply.
See store for complete details, or call 800-733-3532 or visit containerstore.com. Sale ends Tuesday, February 12, 2013. 17574 1/13

*

Second love, elfa

Few things in life are sweeter than being organized enough to have the time to do what you love. elfa is the key
ingredient to making it happen. With stunning looks and a mouthwatering number of options, elfa makes it easy
to organize everything from baking supplies to vintage mixing bowls. The icing on the cake? Our experts will
design and install it all for you!

4601 Creedmoor Road (at Glenwood Ave., across from Crabtree Valley Mall) 919-899-9630
Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 9 am - 9 pm; Sunday 11 am - 6 pm

58 locations nationwide 800-733-3532 containerstore.com

Our Blog standfor.containerstore.com

HURRY! SALE ENDS Tues., Feb. 12

th

Contributors

scoTT huler

Scott Huler, who writes about Raleigh’s young
technology entrepreneurs for our Raleighites
feature this month, has covered subjects ranging from NASCAR to the stealth bomber for
newspapers including The New York Times and
magazines like Fortune. Scott has been a staff
writer at The News & Observer and managing editor of the Philadelphia City Paper. His
award-winning radio work is heard on National
Public Radio, and he served as the 2011 Piedmont Laureate. Scott lives in Raleigh with his
wife, the writer June Spence, and their two boys.

ann Brooke raynal

Ann Brooke Raynal, who gamely takes on the
cockroach cyborg beat for us this month, is a
native of Richmond, Va. She has called North
Carolina home since attending Davidson College. Ann Brooke received a master’s in English
from University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and taught high school English for many
years. Currently, she teaches writing at Louisburg College. Ann Brooke lives in Raleigh’s Five
Points neighborhood with two bad dogs, two
good daughters, and one charming husband.

doug glanville

Doug Glanville, who writes about his unexpected move from our capital city in this
month’s Reflections column, played outfield for
the Philadelphia Phillies, the Chicago Cubs,
and the Texas Rangers from 1996 through
2004. His job as a commentator with ESPN
took him north; he is also a regular contributor
for The New York Times and TIME Ideas. His
first book, The Game from Where I Stand, was
published in May 2010. Glanville grew up in
Teaneck, N.J., and is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania. Until late December, he
lived with his family in Raleigh; they now call
Connecticut home.
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Travis dove

Travis Dove, whose photographs of Raleigh’s
young technology entrepreneurs and the community they’re creating are featured in this
month’s Raleighites, is a freelance editorial photographer based in Durham. He grew up in
Concord, N.C., and has shot stories for National
Geographic, Rolling Stone, and The New York
Times, but his heart and home remain in North
Carolina.

charles Marshall

MarTha Quillin

Martha Quillin, who writes about the convergence of food, art, and entertaining in our At the
Table feature this month, is a native Southerner
who has lived in North Carolina for most of her
life. She has visited every county in the state as a
reporter for The News & Observer over the past 26
years. She likes to travel, sew, refinish furniture,
and drive her 1949 Ford truck around Sanford,
where she lives with her husband and daughter.

Charles Marshall, who investigates the cutting edge of low-tech audiophile equipment
for our technology issue, moved to Raleigh
from Washington, D.C., about 10 years ago.
He practices law with Brooks Pierce, performs
music with The Balsa Gliders, and occasionally writes about music. His first vinyl record
purchase was Saturday Night Fever.

Raleigh’s Finest

Downtown
Dining

411 Fayetteville St. 919-838-8700 lavoltarestaurant.com

419 Glenwood Ave. 919-755-0755

solasraleigh.com

Authentic Old-World Italian Cuisine
& New York Style Pizza
331 Blake St. 919-829-7090

116 N. West St., #100 919- 833-2823

mantraraleigh.com

301 W. Martin St. 919-836-9338 brewmastersbarandgrill.com

laotian restaurant and bar
A Sensational Culinary Journey to Laos

vicsitalianrestaurant.com

222 S. Blount St. 919-829-9999

bidamanda.com

»

Contributors

MiSSy MclaMb

Marjorie hodgeS

Marjorie Hodges, who writes a travelogue of her
arts-focused adventures in Cuba and Miami for
this issue, is an arts advocate and arts and marketing professional. She has worked at Flanders
Gallery in Raleigh for six years. She is vice-chair
of the Contemporary Art Museum’s Foundation
Board and is a member of the Raleigh Fine Arts
Society. Marjorie attends national and international art fairs each year, including Art Basel,
the Armory Show, Pulse, NADA, and Volta.
She lives in Raleigh with her husband and two
children.

tiM Mcbride

Tim McBride, whose poem, At First Sight,
brings some Valentine-appropriate love to our
February issue, grew up in Rochester, N.Y. He
works for SAS in Cary as a writer and editor
for SAS Curriculum Pathways, an online educational product. He recently published a collection of poems, The Manageable Cold, with
TriQuarterly Press at Northwestern University.

Stacy chandler

Stacy Chandler, who writes about the dancer
Michelle Pearson for our Artist’s Spotlight this
month, is a freelance reporter and editor who
puts together The News & Observer’s weekly
Thumbs Up page highlighting youth achievement. She is also a featured blogger for the
N&O’s TriangleMom2Mom.com website.
Chandler worked for the Stars and Stripes newspaper in Washington, D.C., and Tokyo before
moving to Raleigh in 2007. She lives in Garner
with her husband, Geoffrey, toddler daughter
Nora, and counter-surfing dog Murray.
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Mark petko

Mark Petko, whose photographs of the N.C.
State Chancellor’s residence The Point are featured in Story of a House, is a photographer based
in Raleigh. Aside from commercial, editorial, and
artistic photographic endeavors, Mark also writes
the local visual food blog, Spoonfed (Raleigh).
com. He enjoys walking to his studio from his
home near Fred Fletcher Park and only filling up
his gas tank once a month. He also loves his wife,
big breakfasts, and king-size beds.

Missy McLamb, who kept herself busy this
month photographing many faces of technology
for Walter – from Red Hat’s Jim Whitehurst
to hissing cockroach cyborgs and the epic offices of Epic Games – is a photographer based
in New York City and Durham. She specializes
in capturing the private lives of public people.
Missy’s clients have included Stephen King, Mia
Farrow, and Jamie Dimon. Last September, she
published a book of her photographs from the
life of NASCAR driver Jimmie Johnson. Her
photographs have been published in The New
York Times, Martha Stewart Living, Food & Wine,
People Magazine, and The Washington Post.

laura frankStone

Laura Frankstone’s illustrations bring Mardi
Gras cocktails to life in this month’s Drink
column. Laura is a painter, sketcher, awardwinning art blogger, passionate traveler, and
sometime illustrator. Her work has appeared
in several books and magazines. Her travel
sketches will be featured in the June issue of
Watercolor Artist, and she recently illustrated
the Foodlover’s Guide to Chapel Hill. A show of
her paintings will be held in September at the
Horace Williams House in Chapel Hill.

Letters to the editor
Love of art

Thank you for the wonderful piece on Carolina Ballet.
As a subscriber, I know that folks who might only attend
Nutcracker once a year – as enchanting as it is – may have
no idea of the depth and breadth of the work being created right under their nose.
The effort to collaborate with other performing arts
groups is a good one to help grow the audience. One of
the most engaging works I saw last year was Les Enfants
Terribles done with the N.C. Opera company to the music of Philip Glass. And, I’m looking forward to what the
Company does with the Red Clay Ramblers.
One special perk of subscribing – not only do I get
to indulge my love of art, but with a dancing daughter
who is busy with her third Nutcracker, I get to watch her
watch some of the best dancers in ballet, knowing she’s
at the point of soaking up not just the artistry and joy
of dance, but also the technique.
I’m really enjoying Walter! Great mag.
Vicky Rubin

Our Facebook friends
Deanna Hunt

Just finished reading the Dec/Jan issue of Walter...Most
Impressive! Congrats to the staff on a job masterfully done.
Michael Graziano

Enjoyed the Amy Sedaris Q&A in the November issue
(with Billy Warden and Greg Behr).
Diane Hook

Fantastic cover and a beautiful article.
Wren Harris Rehm

Loved the article on David Connell.
Correction: A painting in Letter from the Art World in our December/January
issue was misattributed to Claude Howell. The painting, Untitled, is by Howard Thomas (1899-1971).

We want to hear from you
email letters to: Liza.Roberts@WalterMagazine.com •
snail mail: Walter 215 S. McDowell Street, Raleigh, NC 27601 • find us
on Facebook: Walter Magazine • on the web: www.waltermagazine.com
subscriptions/circulation: WReeves@newsobserver.com

Gentle Readers,
‘Tis a simple thing to procure Walter
for thyself or as a witty token of thine
affection for another.
How, pray tell? Incline thine eye to
waltermagazine.com and avail thyself
of the invitation entitled subscribe.
Ten gorgeous issues are but $24.99,
a trifle for such harmonious reading.
Yours,

R

Raleigh now
IN VINO CARITAS
Winemakers, wine lovers, chefs and foodies from across the country will converge on Raleigh Feb. 7-9 for the 20th annual Triangle
Wine Experience, a three-day fundraiser featuring tastings, dinners,
and a black tie gala and auction.
Known widely as the Southeast’s premier wine event, the weekend’s auction draws collectors from all over. Dinners from local chefs
like Scott Crawford of Herons, Ashley Christensen of Poole’s Diner,
Steven Greene of An and Walter Royal of the Angus Barn attract the
food brigade.
Benefiting the tuition-free Frankie Lemmon School and Developmental Center for children with developmental disabilities in Raleigh, the Triangle Wine Experience has raised millions for the school
over the last two decades.
“Our goal is to raise over $1million for the weekend,” says event
founder and patron Eliza Olander. “Last year we raised $986,000, so it
is doable...but it is a lot of work!”
For tickets to the event’s winery
dinners, tastings, or gala and
auction, go to www.trianglewine
experience.org.

If canoodling with your Valentine isn’t your thing, indulge your
love of cars instead at the 26th annual North Carolina International Auto Expo at the state fairgrounds Feb. 14-17. The latest domestic and imported vehicles to hit the street will be on display – not
just sports cars and luxury sedans, but hybrids, SUVs, electrics and
compacts, too. Makers ranging from Maserati to Kia plan to show
their latest models. The event also features a classic car display, plus
visits from the Geico gecko and Scooby Doo to entertain the kids
while you indulge your fuel-injected fantasies.
Tickets, $6 for adults and $4 for kids 6-12, are available at the
fairgrounds.
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Courtesy the N.C. International Auto Expo (Car); Nancy Thomas Photo (Wine)

CAR ENVY

Vacation
Getaways
Pine Knoll Shores

LET FREEDOM RING
Before a backdrop of large-format photographs from the Civil War and
Civil Rights Era, the North Carolina Symphony will commemorate the 150th
anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation with a series of freedom concerts at Meymandi Hall Feb. 22-23.
Featuring noted photographer James Westwater’s photo essay, “The Eternal
Struggle,” set to Aaron Copeland’s classical orchestral work, Lincoln Portrait,
the multi-media performance will be narrated by former Good Morning America
host David Hartman. For more information, go to www.nycsymphony.org; for
tickets, starting at $20, go to www.ticketmaster.com.

Courtesy James Westwater’s “The Eternal Struggle”.(Freedom); Susan Jones (Art)

Person County

LOVE OF ART
Former Raleigh Mayor Charles Meeker and his wife, Dr. Anne McLaurin,
will be honored on Feb. 2 at the 29th annual Love of Art Auction to benefit the
Visual Art Exchange.
The couple’s leadership “has allowed for arts to become the centerpiece of
innovation and creativity in Raleigh,” says VAE director Sarah Powers.
The event’s featured artist is Raleigh’s Carol Joy Shannon, known for her
vibrant urban landscapes, above, and her leadership in Raleigh’s artistic community. The annual VAE affair, which benefits the nonprofit gallery, includes a
live art auction. It’s at the Marriott City Center. For tickets, starting at $85, go
to www.visualartexchange.org/gala.

Raleigh now

th

ANNIVERSARY SEASON

NEW PRODUCTION; BIG PRIZE
FOR RALEIGH LITTLE THEATRE

FREEDOM
A breathtaking, multimedia
portrait of the Civil War,
150 years later

FRI/SAT, FEB 22-23 | 8PM
William Henry Curry, Resident Conductor
James Westwater, photochoreography
Scott MacLeod, baritone
David Hartman, narrator

fast!
Hurry! Tickets selling

The classic William Inge play Bus
Stop – which inspired the Marilyn
Monroe movie – opens at Raleigh
Little Theatre Feb. 1 and runs until
Feb. 24. Cowboy Bo falls in love with
nightclub singer Cherie in a diner
during a snowstorm; hijinks ensue.
The characters won’t be the only ones
drinking coffee at the counter; Raleigh’s own Larry’s Beans will supply free java for the audience.
And on opening night, Raleigh Little Theatre will receive the 2012 Community Theatre Award from the North
Carolina Theatre Conference. The award recognizes RLT
as the community theatre of the year in North Carolina.
For tickets, $20 for adults and $16 for students and
seniors, call the box office at 919-821-3111 or go to www.
raleighlittletheatre.org.

Buy
Now!

KENNY G
Grammy Award Winner

WITH THE

NORTH CAROLINA SYMPHONY

THUR, MAR 28 | 7:30PM
MEYMANDI CONCERT HALL, RALEIGH

www.ncsymphony.org

919.733.2750 | 877.627.6724

Though heart disease is the No.
1 killer of women, claiming more
women’s lives than all cancers
combined, it often fails to attract
the same kind of attention, vigilance, or fundraising focus.
The National Heart Association’s Triangle Go Red for
Women campaign hopes to
change that with its annual Go
Red day on Friday, Feb. 1, when
the organization asks entire
companies to wear red to raise
consciousness.
The group is also planning a free heart
health screening event at Crabtree Valley Mall on Feb. 2.
It will include healthy cooking demonstrations, a Zumba-thon, and
CPR lessons to the tune of the BeeGees’ Stayin’ Alive. Amazingly,
the beat of that fabulous tune happens to mimic the exact rhythm
recommended for CPR.
So wear red – and don’t forget your dancing shoes.
For more information, go to www.trianglegoesred.org.

Courtesy The American Heart Association (RED); Curtis Brown Photography (RLT)

FRI, MAR 1 | 8PM
SAT, MAR 2 | 3PM & 8PM

GO RED

Farah Nisler, MKTL Whole Foods Market Raleigh; Courtesy Greater Raleigh Sports Council (CHAMPS)

» Raleigh now

CHAMPS CELEBRATED
The Triangle’s top athletes and teams
of 2012 will be honored at the 10th annual Evening of Champions at the PNC
Arena Feb. 20.
Awards for sports person of the year, lifetime achievement, and amateur athletics
and more will be presented after a cocktail
reception and dinner on the floor of the arena. ESPN college football analyst Lee Corso
will provide the keynote speech; Carolina
Hurricanes TV play-by-play announcer
John Forslund will serve as host.
For tickets – $75 for Greater Raleigh
Sports Council Members and $125 for
nonmembers – and more information, go
to www.thesportscouncil.org.

KALE FOR A CAUSE

On Feb. 5, you can give back while you stock up on organic
veggies, quinoa salad, kombucha, or whatever else you fancy at each
of the five Triangle area Whole Foods stores. That’s the day Whole
Foods gives 5 percent of net sales to local nonprofit organizations.
This year Whole Foods Market Raleigh asked not just its
employees but its customers, too, to vote on which organization
should be its 5 percent recipient; shoppers in the store and on
Facebook elected EarthShare of North Carolina. The nonprofit
aims to preserve and protect the state’s natural environment.
The North Raleigh store’s 5 percent check will go to Ashley’s
Angel Fund, which provides financial assistance for pets with
life-threatening illnesses. The Cary store will support the Town of
Cary’s Relief for Recreation Scholarship Fund; Durham will donate to the North Carolina Coalition Against Domestic Violence;
and the Chapel Hill store to Volunteers for Youth, Inc.

Of all our breakthrough treatments and advancements,

perhaps the greatest is
making them more accessible to you.
ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF DUKE PRIMARY CARE
BLUE RIDGE, PRACTICING FAMILY MEDICINE IN RALEIGH.
Call 888-ASK-DUKE to make an appointment near you.

Duke Primary Care Blue Ridge | Matt Payne, MD | Melissa Reed, MD

Learn more at DukeHealth.org/PrimaryCare

Imagine your home,
totally organized!

Custom Closets
Garage Cabinets
Home Offices
Pantries, Laundries
and Hobby Rooms

Raleigh now
2,400 CALORIES; 12
DONUTS;
FIVE MILES

30% Off
plus Free
Installation
30% off any order of $1000 or more.
15% off any order of $750 or more.
Not valid with any other offer.
Free installation with any complete unit
order of $500 or more. With incoming
order, at time of purchase only.

Call for a free in home design consultation and estimate

919-850-9030

Follow us

www.closetsbydesign.com
Licensed and Insured • Locally Owned and Operated

You do the math. If
an average runner burns
about 115 calories in
one 10-minute mile,
it would almost take a
marathon to work off the
dozen donuts that Krispy
Kreme Challenge racers inhale
as part of the zany annual event.
But that’s not why 8,000 runners are expected to line up at
the N.C. State Memorial Belltower at 8:30 a.m. Feb. 9. They’ll
trot 2.5 miles to the Krispy Kreme at Person and Peace streets,
gobble 12 glazed donuts, and then run back because it’s an
undergraduate rite of passage.
It’s also a fundraiser to support the North Carolina Children’s Hospital, and a harmless way to challenge both your
physical fitness and your gastrointestinal fortitude. Registration – $25 for NCSU students and $32 for the rest of us – can
be completed at www.krispykremechallenge.com.
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Ages
dontics for All
Excellent Ortho
Invisalign
SureSmileTechnology
Cosmetic Braces

10940 Raven Ridge Rd, Suite 204, Raleigh, NC 27614

nelsonorthodontics.com

919-845-2900

Courtesy Krispy Kreme Challenge (Donuts)

Actual Patient

What’ll it be: Six more weeks of winter, or early daffodils? Sir
Walter Wally’s got the news, but Raleigh’s answer to Punxsutawney
Phil won’t let us know until 9 a.m. on Feb. 2, when he’ll emerge
from his hideout at the Museum of Natural Sciences to find his
shadow. Honorary groundhog whisperer and Raleigh mayor Nancy
McFarlane will be on hand to deliver the news.
In Garner, Mortimer the Groundhog will be making prognostications of his own at White Deer Park. Crafts, games, and other
free activities start at 10 a.m.; Mortimer’s set to emerge at noon.

» Raleigh now

LAUREN KENNEDY

Broadway star and Raleigh native
Lauren Kennedy will sing December
Songs as part of Evening of Lynne TaylorCorbett, performed by the Carolina
Ballet. You can catch Kennedy, who has
sung the role of Fantine in Les Mis on
Broadway, in several performances with
the Ballet at Fletcher Opera Theater
Feb. 7-24. For tickets, starting at $35, go
to www.carolinaballet.com.

3309 White Oak Road Luxury Living inside the beltline,
Custom Touches in every room, 10,210 square feet,
6 bedroom, 6.5 bathrooms, 1.57 Acres, $2,899,000

Courtesy Pinecone (Chatham); Lee Cherry (Kennedy)

1000 Chagford Way, Estate Home in North Raleigh’s
Devon Neighborhood, 7,002 Square Feet, Master Down,
5 bedroom, 5 full and 3 half baths on 1.24 Acres, $1,550,000

CHATHAM COUNTY LINE
Sight and Sound, the sixth and latest album from Raleigh’s rocking bluegrass band Chatham County Line, was recorded live at
Fletcher Opera Theater here in August 2010.
On Feb. 15, the band will be back at Fletcher to play that “loose”
compilation of greatest hits, as lead singer and guitarist Dave Wilson
calls the live album. He and his bandmates joined forces here in 1999
and began playing together as an opening act for Tift Merritt’s band,
The Carbines. Since then, Chatham County Line has won awards in
the bluegrass and singer-songwriter worlds, and toured extensively
in Europe, where it has a widespread following.
For tickets, starting at $27, go to www.ticketmaster.com.

917 Thompson Glenn Place, Braswell construction on
quiet street in Heritage WF, 3,413 Square feet, 4 bedroom,
3.5 bathrooms, heavy landscaping on .37 Acres, $445,000

Leave the details to me...
IRENE HIGGINSON, ABR
The Pathway To Your Next Home

919.389.7778 Mobile
www.IHOMESNC.com
irene.higginson@allentate.com
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the view from here
Downtown Raleigh spreads out behind him as
Red Hat CEO Jim Whitehurst reviews the scene
from the company’s new headquarters.
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chief
executive
collaborator
Jim Whitehurst leads Red Hat
downtown and beyond

by liza roberts
photographs by missy mclamb

A

As Raleigh sparkles in the slanting light of a
winter afternoon, Red Hat President and CEO Jim
Whitehurst, eight stories above it all, looks dazzled. The
view of America’s third-fastest-growing city from his
company’s new downtown home isn’t bad. But it’s what
that vista represents that has him impressed.
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open-source style

Whitehurst stops to talk to global support service
specialists Bryan Totty, left, and John Pittman,
right. Low, open cubicles like these on every floor
are flanked by small conference rooms, lounges,
and places for quiet work. Floor-to-ceiling windows throughout bring in natural light.

“You look around you,” says Whitehurst, 45, his arms
spread to indicate the city beyond and Red Hat’s towering
headquarters beneath his feet, “and you think, are we really
this big?”
The numbers say yes.
Red Hat broke the billion-dollar revenue barrier last year,
becoming the first open-source software company to cross
that magic line with sales of $1.13B. It was a 25 percent improvement over the year before, helping make Red Hat the
21st-fastest growing tech company in the country, according
to Forbes.
Red Hat’s biggest customers include Amazon.com,
DreamWorks Animation and the New York Stock Exchange.
It operates in 30 countries with 5,000 employees – a number
that’s growing 20 to 30 percent a year. And now it’s claiming
both the physical home and the mantle of Raleigh’s S&P 500
component from Progress Energy.
So, yes, Red Hat really is that big.
But it’s not hard to see why Whitehurst is still taking it all
in. Because his company – like the software it makes, tweaks,
and manages – is a groundswell kind of place. Where growth
comes organically, through collaboration among colleagues
and across divisions, in interactions with customers and the
wider world.
30 | walter

“It’s not transactional, it’s an ecosystem.” Whitehurst says,
declarative but relaxed in his customary dark jeans, no tie.
“Ask any gardener: You don’t know if it was this day that you
watered, or that fertilizer, that ultimately made it blossom.” If
you empower employees and stoke their ideas, he says, “you’re
going to get back more than you gave. It’s never a trade-off.
It’s never about transactions.”
Getting back more than it gave is high on Raleigh’s own
wish list as the city welcomes its newest downtown tenant.
More than $15 million in incentives from the state, tax breaks
from the county, and fiscal and parking perks from the city
helped lure Red Hat downtown when it began looking beyond its N.C. State Centennial Campus headquarters. Raleigh Mayor Nancy McFarlane called the incentive package
“fostering our own,” and she’s not alone in hoping the civic
investment in this homegrown success story will prove worthwhile.
“Some people pooh-pooh incentives,” says James H.
Johnson Jr., a William Rand Kenan, Jr. Distinguished Professor at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, who also serves
as director of the Urban Investment Strategies Center at the
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. “But
you have to look at the long-range return on investment. It
will be several-fold what these incentives are.”

making a mark
Red Hat is paying $1.175 million to put its
name on Raleigh’s downtown amphitheatre.
Here, brand communications designer
Caroline Madigan shows Whitehurst plans to
brand the venue with Red Hat’s logo and color. Project manager Elaine Chapin looks on.

Red Hat’s move downtown will not only make up up
for local jobs lost when Duke Energy merged with Progress,
Johnson says, it will cement Raleigh’s status as a technology
cluster. “An influx of 1,000 really, really smart people inhabiting the downtown area will be phenomenal for the city, and
for the county, for that matter,” he says. For the city, “this is a
really smart strategy. It’s really economic development marketing. People will look at Raleigh as an emerging high-tech,
creative class cluster. And success begets success.”
Former Raleigh mayor and Parker Poe partner Charles
Meeker also expects Red Hat’s move to be significant. “It
brings people who have energy, who will live nearby,” he says,
not only eating out, shopping, renting apartments, and buying
cars and homes, but also contributing to the life of the community in meaningful ways, like serving on nonprofit boards.
“They’ll energize the city.”

An open-source success

Red Hat sells a branded version of Linux, a computer
operating system code released 22 years ago by the Finnish-American software engineer Linus Torvalds, who made its
code public and invited other developers to use and improve
it. By definition, open source software is made and adapted by
the community that uses it. By definition, it is free.

Red Hat, however, has figured out how to make serious
money from this organic creation, despite widespread skepticism that it was possible at all. In 2001, Microsoft founder
Bill Gates said open source software was “a competitor in the
student and hobbyist market, but I really don’t think in the
commercial market we’ll see it in any significant way.”
Red Hat has turned that prediction on its head by making it possible for Amazon.com, for example, to use its customized open-source software without worrying about bugs
or glitches. Red Hat provides its version of open-source, plus
technical support, customized products, storage, collaboration,
cloud management, and other services for what is essentially a
subscription fee.
It’s a fast-growing market that is dominated, so far, by
this homegrown company, and led by its unconventional chief.
Down-to-earth is how Whitehurst’s employees describe him,
and it’s borne out in the details that emerge as he interacts
with them, and as he describes his days.
One of the most important things a leader can provide,
Whitehurst says, isn’t directives, it’s context: “Here’s what
we’re doing, and the role that you play in that. And preferably,
the context is something bigger than – hey, we’re in this to
make money.” As he approaches an employee in her cubicle
for an impromptu chat on a stroll around the new building,
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KicKing bacK

On the eve of Red Hat’s move downtown,
Whitehurst enjoys a moment in his Centennial
Campus office. Red hats of all sorts fill the space;
his Apple and Linux-powered “parallel universes”
are visible on his desktop.

she’s clearly comfortable letting him know she’s on the phone;
he’ll have to wait.
It’s a customary dose of reality for a leader who doesn’t
operate in a traditional hierarchical fashion. He says leadership is earned when “you show some success, and say things
that are worth listening to. When people start to listen to you,
you become a leader.”
One of the reasons they listen to Whitehurst – besides
the three letters that form his title – is because he has passion.
“We’re actually changing the way software is delivered and
consumed around the world,” he says. “Doing something bigger than just hitting the quarterly numbers. And it’s amazing
how powerful that is.”
Red Hatters appear to feel the same way, which is why, at
its heart, the consensus culture works, Whitehurst says. “You
get people involved upfront, and people have to know that you
listen to them.” That brings a pressure of its own. “You have
to like debate,” Whitehurst says. “You have to be comfortable
with ambiguity, and you have to be comfortable building your
own career path.”

Moving on up

The move to Red Hat Tower, as the company has re-christened the former Progress Energy building on East Davie
Street, is one the company and its 1,000 local employees (average age: 32) is making thoughtfully, and in stages. White32 | walter

hurst says the decision to come here was not his own, though
he’d angled for it.
Autocratic decisions from on high are not the open-source
style. Instead, an internal team of 40 mapped out where employees lived, canvassed them for opinions, and considered the
options. Factors both known and predicted were taken into
account. Space was needed for up to 1,700 employees, for instance – a number that assumes annual growth of 20 percent
for the next few years. Then, a decision that downtown was
the ideal spot “emerged,” Whitehurst says, “and I blessed the
decision.”
A Columbus, Ga., native, Whitehurst honed this style
of leadership at Delta Air Lines, where he became chief operating officer in 2005, and helped to lead the company out
of bankruptcy. He says he learned at Delta that being open
with employees, telling them exactly why they’re valued, and
treating them as “adults,” not as “cogs,” was the way to make
change happen.
The ramifications of group-led decisions can be extensive.
Take the renovations to 19 floors of the tower, which took several months, earned LEED gold status for energy efficiency,
and allowed “the architecture to reflect the culture” for the first
time, Whitehurst says. That doesn’t mean a gigantic red fedora
atop the tower, as he suggested early on. “They shot me down
on that one.”
What it does mean is “open source design, reflective of an

open source culture,” or low, open cubicles pulled back from
glass exterior walls; abundant natural light; and small conference rooms everywhere for impromptu group meetings or individual quiet. The two-story open space that used to house
Progress Energy’s trading floor will become “community
space” with pool tables, Ping Pong, Wii, and tables for dining.
The parking deck will include 75 spots for bikes.
And downtown itself will provide a cultural resource that
can’t be underestimated, Whitehurst says. “We have a young
workforce interested in being in a more urban environment.
Being downtown where we can walk, where there are restaurants…it will help us to be closer together.”

Keeping it simple

It can be difficult to tell which one is the CEO when
Whitehurst enters the building with a group of staffers. He
carries a backpack; inside is a blue nylon lunchbox that he
shares, on occasion, with his son (both of their names are written on it in felt-tip pen).
Whitehurst brings his lunch in part because keeps a close
watch on his health. He pulls out a (Red Hat Linux-powered
Android) phone to show a photo of the gorgeous pear dessert
he broke his rules to eat the previous week, at “a really nice
restaurant in Paris.” It was the second or third dessert he’d
eaten in a year.
Whenever possible, he brings his family on trips like that:
Eleven-year-old twins Emma (“a big time soccer player and
chess player” and Jack (“into computers and martial arts”); and
his wife, Lauren, whom he met at Harvard Business School,
and who works as a visiting professor at Duke.
They’re an active crew, hiking and biking on the American
Tobacco Trail near their home in Durham; Whitehurst is a
daily runner who ran the Chicago Marathon last October in
three hours, 39 minutes.
Unsurprisingly, the Whitehursts also have a thing for
technology. At home, he says he has a bit of a problem collecting computers of all kinds. His wife has made a rule: With
every new computer that comes in the house, another one has
to go.
That’s easier said than done if you operate “two complete
parallel universes” as Whitehurst does. His Apple universe
includes an iPhone, MacBook Air, and two tablets; his Linux-powered universe is an Android phone, laptop, and two
tablets. “That’s a little bit crazy, but I’m interested in the technologies and how they work,” he says.
Nevertheless, Whitehurst believes the “single greatest invention of the 21st century so far” is a Nespresso machine. He
has one at work, one at home, and makes himself a simple,

straight-up espresso several times a day.
It’s true that for a laid-back leader, Whitehurst does have a
caffeinated zeal. Kicked back in his Centennial Campus office
on the eve of his own move downtown, he puts his feet up to
display cherry red loafers. “It’s impolite to wear hats indoors,
so I’ve settled on shoes,” he says. His modest, glorified cubicle
is decorated with red hats of every size and type: In addition
to the company’s iconic fedoras, there are hard hats, Santa hats,
and a Mad Hatter-style top hat.
In his new office, he’ll have room for all of this headgear,
plus several chairs and a coffee table, because he thinks there’s
“something about a low table” that promotes conversation and
collegiality. He will be among the last to move to the tower,
and he’s looking forward to his new digs, and to downtown.
When Whitehurst took the CEO job four years ago, it
was up to him where to live, Raleigh or Boston. He rented two
temporary apartments: One in North Hills, and one in Boston. He applied to schools for his children in both cities; he
looked for houses in both cities. For six months, he tried them
both out. The kids, then 7, started wearing Tom Brady New
England Patriot jerseys, but then Whitehurst steered them
south. “It got to be pretty clear. As the leader of the company
I thought it would be better to be here, but my wife had a big
say in it as well.”
What appealed? “This is a nice place to live, it’s got an
incredible number of well-educated people, there’s great arts,
incredible college sports. There’s culture, restaurants. It’s green;
it’s basically a city in the middle of a park.”
It’s also a place he says he wants the company to “give
back” to. “I’m an absolute believer that corporate leadership is
civic leadership,” he says, “I’ve always been a proponent of the
idea that it’s important to give back to the community.”
N.C. State can vouch for that. As a tenant on Centennial
Campus, Red Hat “has been a great community member,” says
Terri Lomax, Vice Chancellor for Research at State. In addiWhitehurt’s favorite local places
poole’s Diner: “I love, love, love, love.”
BuKu: “It’s in our new building; great Asian
fusion.”
Morning times: “Good for a cup of coffee and
a bite to eat.”
an: “The kids love sushi.”
North carolina Museum of art: “On a nice
day, the Rodins at the NCMA – there’s nothing
finer than that.”
Marbles: When the kids were younger, “A
rainy Saturday at Marbles was great.”
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tion to funding “The Garage,” a place for student entrepreneurs
to tinker and develop ideas, the company has collaborated on
joint research, donated equipment and space, employed student
interns, and participated in joint community service projects, like Stop Hunger Now, Lomax says.
Because Red Hat’s customers are
global, not local, Whitehurst says,
“frankly, we have very few customers
here...and therefore our civic activities
are truly civic activities. They are not
marketing cloaked in civic activity.”
The most visible move so far is Red
Hat’s $1.175-million, five-year decision
to put its name on the city’s 6,000-seat
downtown amphitheater. On a recent afternoon, he took a few
minutes to examine the materials that will make the venue unmistakably Red Hat: The red fabric that wraps the perimeter
fence, polo shirts for workers, the stage scrim, the signs bearing
the fedora logo that will flank the stage. “Are there going to be
some bands old enough that I will have heard of them?” he asks
the marketing staff.
Community efforts also focus on promoting entrepreneurship. Whitehurst co-chaired the CED Technology Conference

here in September, and sits on the board of the N.C. Chamber
of Commerce, where entrepreneurship is his focus.
“The concept of networks and clusters is a powerful one,” he
says. He speculates aloud about the virtues of an investment fund to spur local
tech start-ups. “It’s great that we have
some large tech companies here, but so
much job growth is coming from small
companies. We’ve got to feed that.”
In the near term, Whitehurst is focused
on innovation. Of all the accolades, top
rankings, and awards he and the company have received in recent years, Whitehurst says he is proudest of Red Hat’s
being called one of the world’s most
innovative companies by Forbes in 2012. Forbes said Red Hat
is notable because “the idea of transparency and collaboration
infuse the entire business.”
“We beat Google,” Whitehurst says, sounding amazed. “In
addition to what we’re doing around software, if we can make
the world a slightly more innovative place, and help drive this
new concept of this new way to organize that leads to greater
collaboration, that’s phenomenal.”

cuisines

exquisitely prepared by
nationally recognized executive chef
steven devereaux greene
Chef Greene’s most recent achievement
includes elevating Herons at The Umstead
to a Forbes Five-Star rating and a
AAA Five Diamond Award. He combines his
past experiences to produce an unparalleled
Southeast Asian experience that excite the
taste buds and satisfies even the most
discriminating palate.

award-winning asian fusion cuisine

2800 renaissance park place
cary, nc 27513
919.677.9229
www.ancuisines.com

STORY

of a house

familiar modern
Marvin Malecha, architect of The Point, says its many gabled rooflines are a nod to tradition, while the separate, collected buildings
they resemble help bring natural light in from all directions.

TradiTion wiTh a TwisT
N.C. State’s new chancellor’s residence
embraces past and future
by Liza roberTs
photographs by dusTin peck and mark peTko
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Gracious hosts
Chancellor Randy Woodson and his
wife Susan, an artist and gallery
owner, moved in to The Point in late
2011. Susan Woodson worked with
the project’s interior decorator, Judy
Pickett, to help make the house a
comfortable home. Together the
couple host frequent receptions and
university fund-raisers.

W

photographs these two pages, Mark Petko

when he set out to design a new home for the chancellor

of N.C. State University, Marvin Malecha knew the house had
to serve many masters.

It had to be a comfortable home for chancellors and their
families. It had to work as an efficient events venue for frequent
receptions and fund-raisers. It had to represent a long-standing tradition of design excellence for the university at large; it
had to showcase North Carolina materials and workmanship
for the state; and for everyone concerned, the new house had
to foster community.
For inspiration, Malecha looked to “the old Southern home
tradition” represented by gabled rooflines, a center hall and
hearth, a big staircase into an entrance foyer, a traditional floor
plan, and a heart-of-the-home kitchen. And then he gave it
all a contemporary tweak.
“I wanted to bring in a traditional constituency, but in a
modern way,” says Malecha, who is the dean of the university’s
College of Design.
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The result, finished in late 2011, was dubbed “The Point”
by its biggest donor, Ann Goodnight. Malecha describes its
style as “familiar modern.” Constructed almost entirely of
North Carolina materials, it is contemporary but warm, marrying comfortable elements like fireplaces – there are nine –
with elegant attributes like a vaulted kitchen ceiling, natural
light from every direction, and space for significant art.
The Point’s 5,400-square foot ground floor has the layout
and the feel of a spacious home, but the real living goes on
upstairs, on the 3,100-square-foot second floor. That’s where
the three-bedroom living quarters are, complete with a small
kitchen, comfortable sitting room, screened porch, and laundry.
It’s all of a piece, but also separate, as it needs to be. Because
downstairs may be a lovely showplace, but it works hard, too.

Party time
Events like an open house for the entire university last December, shown here, are
frequent at The Point. There are no “dead ends” in the 5,000-square-foot downstairs
floor plan, and therefore no way to get lost, says Malecha. Though the layout is spacious and open, creating easy flow for events, it carefully separates intimate spaces
from larger ones, allowing for different kinds of gatherings and conversations.

When it’s time for an event (and that can be several times
a week), the ground floor doubles as a streamlined, efficient
venue. What looks like a substantial, mahogany-paneled column in the center of the home opens up to become an elegant
bar; the wide first landing of the curving staircase becomes
a natural podium from which Chancellor Randy Woodson and his wife Susan can welcome guests. And a catering
kitchen tucked away down the main hallway comes to life.
With enough room for a fleet of staff to prepare large seated
dinners or hors d’oeuvres for hundred-plus guest receptions,
the set-up also includes 12 lockers to hold staff belongings,
plus a shower and dressing room. That leaves the gleaming
showroom of the visible kitchen for guests to enjoy. Outside,
the grid of grass that leads to the house is ample parking in
disguise: it’s grown on structured soil and resists wear and tear.
“The Point serves a real purpose,” says Susan Woodson,
“It’s not just a grand place for people to live in.”
The Woodsons, who opened the home before Christmas
to the entire university community (as shown here), are warm
and gracious hosts. Everyone from janitorial staff to professors streamed in The Point’s double doors on that particular

occasion, making Malecha, for one, particularly proud.
“It’s intended to be the kind of house where you would
want to go, where you would feel at ease and welcome,” he
says. “It belongs to the N.C. State family. It’s fun to see it alive
and at work.”
Malecha’s team included architect Ellen Weinstein, builders John Rufty and Randy Beard, interior designer Judy Pickett, and landscape architects Thomas Skolnicki and Derek
Blaylock. Armed with a $3.5-million budget raised from 70
private donors, the team built The Point on a piece of Centennial Campus land overlooking Lake Raleigh. It took less than
18 months.
They managed to make the house not only multi-dimensional, but also green. Manufactured from sustainable materials like brick and poplar, heated and cooled with 13 geothermal wells, buffered with six-inch walls of blown insulation,
the house is LEED-certified as energy efficient, an accomplishment for a residence of this size. Malecha says they also
built the house to last, and he envisions a 200th anniversary
celebration for the university at The Point in 75 years.
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Corner refuge

CHurCHlike

The library, above, at the front of the
house, features a floor-to-ceiling bookcase
with books by N.C. State faculty. The room
is designed to provide a place for more
intimate conversations.

The high, vaulted cypress ceiling of the
kitchen mimics a chapel, one filled with
daylight from every compass point. The
modernism of the house is glimpsed in fixtures like the angular faucet and pendant
lights, but its roots in tradition are visible
in the hand-hewn steel hood over the
stove. Oak floors here and throughout the
house come from the N.C. State forest in
Western North Carolina.

Visionary
Marvin Malecha, dean of the design school
at N.C. State, left, led the design team. He
says he was inspired by famed architects
Carlos Scarpa, Sir Edwin Lutyens, and
Hugh Newell Jacobsen.

Homegrown talent
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Art made by North Carolina artists fills
The Point, upstairs and down. Almost
all of it is on loan from the university’s
Gregg Museum, which plans to move in to
the former chancellor’s residence. Susan
Woodson, donor Ann Goodnight, and
designer Judy Pickett spent hours in the
Gregg archives to find works that would
work well in the house. Serene III, a fresco
on panel, shown opposite left, is by Steve
Staresina.

HeartH and Home
Malecha wanted a hearth in the entry foyer to welcome guests, bottom right. There
are nine fireplaces and seven chimneys
at The Point, all intended to bring human
dimension to a grand place. The stone
floor and ample wood of the foyer are also
intended to make people comfortable as
they enter.

photographs this page,
Dustin Peck
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Family living
In addition to the house’s elegant reception rooms, The Point’s
downstairs family room, above, provides a spot for relaxation adjacent to the kitchen.

EATMAN’S
CARPETS & INTERIORS

get to the...
The Point does have a literal point, opposite top. This jutting piece
of outdoor patio resembles the prow of a boat over Lake Raleigh and
accentuates the promontory the house occupies.

in the treetops
Upstairs at The Point is the place for living. The screened porch,
opposite below, gives the Woodsons a private perch for enjoying the
outdoors. In addition to the porch, the second floor is home to three
bedrooms, a sitting room, kitchen, and laundry room.

8101 GLENWOOD AVE., RALEIGH, NC • 919.782.6010

www.Eatmansinc.com

Check us out on Facebook!
Check out our blog – www.eatmansinpsired.blogspot.com
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Hear

by Charles Marshall
photographs by Shawn Rocco

Low tech is high art
for Raleigh’s audiophiles

A

A trip to the record store used to be filled with
anticipation and hard choices. When you’d saved enough money
and finally finagled a ride, you always faced the inevitable gametime decision – which record were you going to bring to the
checkout line?
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» Hear
Maybe you came in thinking it was Van Halen’s 1984, but suddenly the baby with the angel
wings and cigarettes on the cover started to creep
you out. Then you zeroed in on Sports by Huey
Lewis and the News, but you worried you’d heard
all the songs on the radio already. Ultimately,
you took the plunge on Prince’s 1999. You went
home, carefully removed the vinyl LP from its
cover, placed it on your silver Technics turntable,
and put on your big black headphones, disappearing into the music.
You swear the music sounded better back then
than what pumps out of your iPod dock today.
And that’s a technological fact.
Dale Gillespie, owner of Serious Hi-Fi in
Raleigh, which sells high-end turntables, says that
vinyl records, even with their snaps and pops, emit
a tonal quality that “moves your blood and can bring
you to tears.”
The newest technologies in music, on the other
hand, cater to convenience. Because we’re no longer
tethered to our parents’ bulky brown stereo cabinet
in the living room, we can listen to the very same
Steely Dan song on a mobile phone or laptop – and
then watch the video on the same device. We also
don’t have to go to the record store any more. The song you
just heard blaring from the bar at Raleigh Times? You can
purchase it on your phone before the bartender returns with
your beer. And, thanks to new applications like Spotify, we can
access an entire record store collection on our phones.
But this convenience comes at a cost.
For some, the cost is sound quality. Gillespie and other
local audiophiles insist that hearing a well-preserved vinyl record on a state-of-the art turntable can be a transformative,
intoxicating experience. Gillespie remembers the first time he
heard Girl From Ipanema by Antonio Carlos Jobim on vinyl,
and he often plays that very song for customers trying out his
turntables.
For others, the cost of convenience is the lost connection
with a physical product. The vinyl record was not just a musical format; it doubled as a piece of art. Compared to today’s
thumbnail images of albums on a computer, the LP was a gi-

sound master
Dale Gillespie of Serious Hi-Fi sells
high-end turntables

Vinyl records, even
with their snaps and
pops, emit a tonal
quality that ‘moves
your blood and can
bring you to tears.’

ant canvas that also contained liner
notes and lyrics sheets – all in a perfect square that was fit to be stored,
displayed, and collected.

Old technology; fresh demand

The quest for better sound quality
and the desire for a physical product
are creating a growing local market
for vinyl records. Schoolkids Records on Hillsborough Street
in Raleigh has an active collection of LPs that has reinvigorated its sales in an otherwise turbulent time for record stores.
And In the Groove Records, a brick-and-mortar record store
devoted exclusively to vinyl, opened in Glenwood South last
year.
It’s not just old records that are in demand. New releases
are issuing vinyl pressings, including those from some of the
Triangle’s most reputable current acts, like Megafaun and the
Rosebuds.
Vinyl records also have benefitted from modern technology. The vinyl pressed for new records is much thicker than
the vinyl of old (by 60 grams), allowing for even better sound
quality but at a higher price.
And the turntable circa 2013 is yet another leap forward.
Serious Hi-Fi’s sleek showroom in North Raleigh is an experience and education into state-of-the-art turntable technol-
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sound chamber
Audiophiles like Gillespie take acoustics seriously.

ogy. You’ll learn a new language – of arms, cartridges, phono
stages, and plinth – to understand the key building blocks for
your turntable. Another local company, Sonus Veritas, designs
and manufactures high-end audio amplification equipment,
including a preamplifier that enhances the sound from your
turntable.
It’s not just old fogies seeking out the world of turntables
and records. Young music fans are some of the biggest consumers of vinyl. Theories abound to explain why the most
tech-savvy generation is choosing a seemingly archaic, inconvenient format.
Serious Hi-Fi’s Gillespie believes that recent access to
music spanning so many decades and genres through satellite
radio and digital libraries has spurred young listeners to hunt
for the original physical formats of these songs, which, in turn,
leads them back to turntables. Gillespie sees many of these
younger fans when the hunt leads them to his showroom.
And vinyl’s original fans haven’t gone anywhere. For some,
the allure of vinyl has even charted career paths. Dave Rose,
owner of Deep South Entertainment, a Raleigh-based re-
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cord label and concert
production company, remembers the first time he
heard the band Boston
as a teenager. “My cousin
Rick pulled out the first
Boston record at a family beach trip, and he told
me it was going to blow
me away.” It did. Rose
saved for two weeks so he
could buy his own copy of
the record and immerse
himself in it. He never forgot the experience of hunting down
music that moved him, and he credits it with sparking his career in the music business.
He’d like to find a new copy of the Boston record on vinyl
and see if it matches his memory. “But I’d also need to buy a
new turntable,” he added. Fortunately, some folks in Raleigh
can help him with both.

It’s not just old records
that are in demand.
New releases are issuing vinyl pressings,
including those from
some of the Triangle’s
most reputable current
acts, like Megafaun
and the Rosebuds.

» Hear

For more information on Serious
Hi-Fi, call 919-870-5522.
For information on Sonus Vertias,
go to www.sonusveritas.com.
For more on Dave Rose, go to
www.mycousinrick.com and for
Deep South Entertainment,www.
deepsouthentertainment.com.
In the Groove Records is at 14 Glenwood Ave., Suite 22; for more information go to inthegrooverecords.
wordpress.com.
shelves full
Vinyl lovers also value LPs for the art they display,
their liner notes, lyrics sheets, and collectibility.

Raleigh gigs

by Ann Brooke Raynal
photographs by Missy McLamb

Hissing cockroacH cyborgs
All in a day’s work for Alper Bozkurt
Dr. Alper Bozkurt is so earnest, eager to share, and gentle in his
manner that one wouldn’t necessarily peg him as the star of an international
media frenzy. But CNN, El Mundo, Reuters, the Los Angeles Times and others
have all sought out the N.C. State assistant professor of electrical engineering
and featured his work at N.C. State’s ibionics lab. That’s where he and a team of
graduate students turn live Madagascar hissing cockroaches into insect cyborgs
that move and work on human command.
This groundbreaking work involves fitting cockroaches with tiny metal
backpacks that receive a remote command from joystick-wielding researchers.
Stimulating the insect’s right or left antennae creates a sense that it is be-
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ing pursued, and forces the cyborg to
move in the opposite direction.
One of the most interesting practical implications of his work, funded
in part by the National Science Foundation, is the possibility of sending a
swarm of these cyborgs into earthquake rubble or other disaster zones
to find survivors and record information about conditions. The insect
swarms would be able to cover an area
from end to end, and because cockroaches are virtually indestructible
and practically immune to environmental hazards (as many Raleighites
can attest), they are perfectly suited
to such a hazardous mission. Cockroaches also have no pain receptors,
or neural circuits for pain.
You don’t have to go to Bozkurt’s
lab to see them in action. Videos
posted on the N.C. State website and
also on YouTube feature his cyborgs (or “biobots” as Bozkurt calls
them) racing along a thin, winding path, and reveal just how minutely Bozkurt is able to control their movements.
One might think scientists could build their own insect robots
from scratch, but Bozkurt, 34, says it is difficult to improve upon
the machine Mother Nature created. Bozkurt calls replicating an
insect’s complicated anatomical structure “almost impossible.” Better to appropriate the amazing machinery already in place.
Bozkurt first began this research by exploring how humans
train larger animals like horses, for example, to move in a certain
way. As a rider prods a horse with boots and reins to turn left or
right, could a scientist “train” an insect to follow a particular path
by manipulating its antennae? His research says yes.

Great for research

Bozkurt began this work here two years ago. When he came
to interview at N.C. State for the weekend, “I fell in love,” he says.
He was attracted to “the climate, the diverse cultural environment,
the proximity to the ocean and mountains,” as well as “big city
conveniences.” He says it’s a great place to raise a family, and “a
great place to do research.” He also appreciates Raleigh’s proximity to Washington, D.C., where Bozkurt travels regularly to speak
with program directors and scientific panels of the National Science Foundation.
Disseminating his findings represents an important part of

cyborg whisperer
Using his office window with a view of Centennial Campus
as a makeshift scratchboard, Dr. Alper Bozkurt maniuplates
mathematical formulas, and ultimately insects.

his job, and so is educating the wider community. Bozkurt and his
students brought their work to the North Carolina Museum of
Natural Science’s Bugfest this fall, and he also makes time to talk
to local student groups, most recently at Ligon Middle School.
Bozkurt’s own interest in science began at a young age.
Growing up in Northern Turkey near the Black Sea, he was fascinated by the way bodies work, and considered going into medicine.
Ultimately, though, he found a way to marry that interest with his
passion for engineering by pursuing studies in biomedical engineering. While in graduate school he met and married his wife,
Tuba, also a Turkish national. They are the proud parents of 3-yearold Layla.
Several months ago, when the family moved into a house of
their own in Raleigh, they were surprised to find their neighbors
were another Turkish family. The serendipity of moving next door
to fellow countrymen delights him, as does the diversity of Raleigh
in general. “Everywhere you see Europeans, Middle Easterners,
Asians, living and working together.” This rich ethnic mixture is
something he wants his young daughter to experience and appreciate.
He encourages his students in much the same way. For their
benefit, he keeps in his office a map of 100 medical and biotech research organizations where they can do important work and might
ultimately be interested in working. Each company appears as a
numbered red dot on the background of green.
It’s a map of the Triangle.
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Letter from the art world

A

by Marjorie Hodges

As the Raleigh arts community continues to thrive, many local artists, museum directors, curators, dealers, collectors and patrons are on the move, becoming part of
the national and international arts scene.
Over the last few months, I have been fortunate to take part in two very different
art-filled adventures with some of Raleigh’s most passionate arts supporters. The destinations – Havana, Cuba, and Miami Beach, Fla. – are only about 90 miles apart, but
they are radically different cities with vibrant and distinct worlds of art and culture.

Havana bound

In late fall, about 30 of us – art lovers of all ages and interests – flew from Raleigh to Miami and then by charter plane
to Havana. This trip, planned by the North Carolina Museum
of Art and Academic Arrangements Abroad, was designed as
an education into the art and culture of Cuba.
For Cubans who are living under the constraints of an
oppressive government, the arts present a rare opportunity to
express their views on society, which they do abundantly. The
arts are everywhere! Talented musicians – from acoustic guitarists to salsa bands to the famous Buena Vista Social Club –
play on every street corner and in most clubs and restaurants.
Visual artists using various media effectively express the
feelings of isolation, despair, and guarded hope that are prevalent in Cuban society. Artists of all types are especially revered
in Cuban culture.
Most of every day of our trip was spent visiting artists’
studios, enjoying live musical performances and dining at
paladars, the restaurants in private homes that operate with
the special permission of the Cuban government. Havana is a
captivating city that seems frozen in the late 1950s. Its crumbling buildings, deteriorating infrastructure, crowded streets
filled with music, and mid-century American cars provide an
exceptional cityscape in which to experience art.
Our group, which included some of Raleigh’s most
prominent arts advocates – Jim and Barbara Goodmon, Mason and Catherine Williams, Kay Schoellhorn, Bill and Ruth
Barnett, Marion Church, Lou Johanson, Ben and Beth Yerxa,
Betty Ann Evans, Betsy Carson, Dave and Cameron Hal-
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stead and Avery Knight – visited painters, photographers and
sculptors in studios throughout the city and the countryside.
Don Doskey and Joan Huntley of Chapel Hill enjoyed many
of the artists’ studios.
We visited the Ludwig Foundation for the Arts, watched
an informal rehearsal of the Contemporary Dance Company
of Cuba at the Teatro Nacional, and toured the Ceramics
Museum. Another major attraction was the Colon Cemetery,
which is sometimes referred to as the largest sculpture park in
Cuba. Its ornate tombstones commemorating Cuban heroes
were a sight to remember.
David and Dawn Enochs of Manteo and Mike Molesky
of Raleigh always had their cameras in hand and documented
many of our encounters. Ann Sloan of Morehead City and
Gene and Diane Linfors of Durham enjoyed the major sites
along with Cyma Rubin, Charlie Brown and John Cassara of
New York, Mary Marbut of Georgia and Susan Zivnuska of
Virginia.
As we toured, we were keenly aware that for the Cuban
people, there is little access to information – no newspapers or
magazines, and mostly propaganda television programming.
Rationing and limited ownership of goods and property have
led to a society with little fresh food, lack of reliable transportation, and difficult living arrangements.
Osmany Betancourt Falcon is one artist working in
these conditions. Despite dramatic economic disadvantages
and limited access to materials, Falcon creates towering clay
sculptures in a warehouse near the province of Matanzas,

N.C. IN CUBA

Courtesy of David and Dawn Enochs

Clockwise from top left:
N.C. group visits an artist's studio; artist
making handmade books; Jim and Barbara Goodmon; famous Colon cemetery;
clay sculptures by artist Osmany Betancourt Falcon; trumpet player in Havana;
Bill and Ruth Barnett; Catherine and
Mason Williams; Marjorie Hodges, Kay
Schoellhorn, Frankie Boyd and Betty Ann
Evans; Havana's majestic capitol building
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ART BASEL MIAMI
Clockwise from top left:
Art Basel Miami Convention
Center; Raleigh artists Taylor
White and Matthew Curran; Bugatti in Miami; N.Y.
art dealer Yossi Milo and
Marjorie Hodges; Hodges,
filmmaker Terence Nance,
Charman Driver, Paul Coggins and NY artist Hank WIllis Thomas; Lizzie and Henry
McNairy; artist Scott Reeder
on the beach; The Rubell
Collection.

Courtesy of Marjorie Hodges
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» Letter from the art world
where we took a two-day tour.
This particular group of sculptures – La Comparsa – was
created for the upcoming Havana Biennial and depicts a compara, or festive street procession that usually takes place during
a carnival. Falcon’s figures are not joyous but depict complex
struggles and oppressive government. The procession leader
carries a burdensome backpack that represents the heavy load
of Cuban citizens and leaders. There is also a “bureaucrat” with
bold lines, and an authoritative bureau-like chest of drawers
across his body. All of the figures seem contorted and uncomfortable, the message Falcon is trying to convey with his dramatic installation.
We also stopped in Ediciones Vigia, where artists created
distinctive handmade books and cards as we watched. Most
memorably, a choir of beautiful young men and women sang
tunes like Shenandoah – a traditional American folk song –
along with favorite Cuban melodies. The choir’s a capella
performance was flawless and took place on a hilltop in an
open-air church. The voices brought many of us to tears.
There’s no question that we returned to Raleigh filled with
gratitude – for the opportunity to travel to Cuba, for the warm
friendships that developed during the week, and for the inspiration that the Cuban people and their poignant art provided
us. We also returned even more grateful to live in Raleigh, and
more determined than ever to advocate for the arts in our city.

Art Basel Miami Beach: A world apart

One month later, I joined two dozen Raleigh artists, collectors, curators and museum directors for an annual pilgrimage to Art Basel Miami Beach, the most prestigious contemporary art fair in North America, and a spectacle to behold.
More than 250 galleries from North America, Europe,
Asia and Africa showcased works by more than 2,000 artists.
The fair has become an intense, international, art-filled week
with educational lectures and festivities, plus a fleet of additional contemporary fairs occurring simultaneously.
In contrast to crumbling, socialist Cuba, Miami Beach is
the epitome of decadence and capitalism. Instead of deteriorating mid-century cars, Bentleys, Lamborghinis and Ferraris
were abundant. Well-heeled international visitors and celebrities attended nonstop glamorous parties, concerts and art
openings throughout the week – when they could hail a cab!
The Raleigh contingent was bigger than ever, and for good
reason. Art fairs play an indispensable role in the art business

now. Even though we certainly had a marvelous time, most of
us attended the fair to see the art, meet artists, collectors and
dealers, and to gauge the pulse and trends in the contemporary
art world. N.C. Museum of Art director Larry Wheeler has
been attending for years and spent the weekend with Lizzie
and Charlie McNairy of Raleigh. One highlight of Larry’s
week was dinner with leading artist Bill Viola – whose retrospective was shown at the Contemporary Art Museum of
Miami – hosted by renowned New York gallery owners Jane
and James Cohan.
NCMA curators Linda Dougherty and Jennifer Desai
visited eight fairs, two private collections and two museum
openings in three days. Contemporary Art Museum director
Elysia Bowery-Reeder, who came to Raleigh via Chicago and
Milwaukee, introduced us to many artists and dealers in her
extensive network of art world friends. CAM board members Paul Coggins, Frank Thompson, Charman Driver, Sarah
Yarborough and I spent a great deal of time walking the fairs
meeting artists, dealers and collectors.
NCMA Foundation board member Glen Medders and
Paul Coggins, who together have an admirable photography
collection, hosted a splendid party at their Miami home, along
with Larry Wheeler and Don Doskey of Chapel Hill.
We were all thrilled that the extraordinary artist Hank
Willis Thomas attended the party. The gathering also provided
an opportunity for us to discuss our favorites, including the
De La Cruz collection, the Rubell Family Collection and artists Rashid Johnson, Eve Sussman, Mike Brodie, Whitfield
Lovell, Fred Tomaselli, Andrea Bower, Gerhard Richter and
Angel Otero.
Last, but certainly not least, the impressive list of North
Carolina artists showing in the fairs this year included Scott
Reeder, Taj Forer, Susan Harbage Page, Maya Freelon Asante
and Andre Leon Gray. Raleigh artists Mathew Curran and
Taylor White created a large-scale mural in Miami’s Wynwood Arts District, and many more North Carolina artists,
including Jason Craighead, attended the fairs.
Whew! What an exhausting and fascinating weekend. So
much to see, so much to learn and a growing number of Raleigh art enthusiasts participating in the excitement.
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Raleighites

DOWNTOWN TECHIES

Seated from left: Bill Spruill, Brooks Bell, Jesse Lipson,
Zach Clayton; Standing from left: Justin Miller, Brian Handly

RALEIGH’S NEW TECHIES
Entrepreneurs find a home in the center city

O

by SCOTT HULER
photographs by TRAVIS DOVE

OLD RALEIGH MET NEW RALEIGH, TECH DIVISION, ON OCT. 29,
2012. On that date The News & Observer ran a story about a successful local technology company, Deja Mi, in the process of hitting it big 21st-century style: Owner Justin Miller and his company had developed a successful app.
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Called WedPics, the app allows a small group of smartphone users to share pictures and comments in real time at an
event, creating a sort of intimate, hyperlocal, event-focused
social network. Though Miller originally conceived of the
technology as a way for concertgoers to share their experience,
it quickly emerged that weddings were the app’s natural habitat, and it was having great success.
The N&O story described that – and the work environment at Deja Mi, whose 13 employees were housed, in true
start-up fashion, in Miller’s basement.
Uh-oh. Enter old Raleigh.
Maybe some anonymous neighbor read the story and
called to complain about a business in a residential neighborhood. Maybe some zealous Raleigh zoning inspector saw the
pictures in the paper and mobilized. Either way, zoning called
Miller the day the story came out to let him know that his
basement wasn’t allowed to house 13 employees, and Deja Mi
suddenly needed a new home.
That’s the bad news. The good – and perhaps unexpected
– news is what happened next. Miller, a tall, beefy guy of 32
with the upswept hair and body art that make him look exactly like your image of an up-all-night coding entrepreneur,
describes it as like the moment in a Scooby Doo episode when
characters who think they’re alone in the dark suddenly see
blinking eyes appear around them. In response to the city’s rebuke came an outpouring of offers of support – from citizens,
small businesses, and other tech entrepreneurs.
“I was like, ‘Oh, I didn’t know you guys were out here,’ ” he
says. He received a hundred or so offers of one sort or another,
including one from a company that offered its own basement
– which Miller says made the one Deja Mi had to abandon
look like the Taj Mahal.
By the time the smoke cleared – the end of the very next
day – Miller had agreed to move into the brand-new HUB
Raleigh, in the Junior League of Raleigh’s building on Hillsborough Street at St. Mary’s. The HUB is the kind of entrepreneurial co-working space widely encountered in places
like Silicon Valley: shared reception and conference rooms,
rentable offices, open workspace available on a per-month basis, a shared eating/break area, and even a little café/bar called
the Click Café, with free coffee and beer. In fact, the Hub is
part of a network of such spaces in more than 30 cities around
the world, loosely connecting emerging entrepreneurs worldwide. So it was a natural fit for Deja Mi’s 13 employees. Miller
signed on.
“That was Wednesday,” he recalls – the day after the story ran. “Thursday I came and met everybody” at the HUB’s
grand opening party.
That’s fast even for the tech world. Miller wasn’t the only

person who didn’t know that Raleigh’s growing downtown
even had a tech entrepreneurship community, much less one
that could instantly fling a hundred different offers at a company booted out of its basement. But it’s there, and it’s doing
what communities of entrepreneurs do: It’s growing.

Think big

Consider the case of Brooks Bell, one of the organizers
of HUB Raleigh, which shares its floor in that Hillsborough
Street building with her self-named online conversion firm.
Her firm does what is called A/B testing – basically trying
several versions of web pages, with differing text, pictures, and
links, to see which most successfully get sales, downloads, or
some other desired result. “It’s a great mix of data, psychology,
marketing, creativity, and technology,” she says. Her client list
includes companies like Brooks Brothers, AOL, and Xfinity,
so her business doesn’t lack for cred.
Raleigh, though, has been a different story. She describes
in 2011 attending Fortune Brainstorm Tech, an annual tech
convention/marketplace in Aspen, Colo., and describing her
business. “I was hanging out with these guys from the Bay
area, and their reaction was really positive,” she recalls. “Until
I said, ‘Raleigh.’ I could see my credibility sinking. That made
me so mad.
“So that created the seed,” she said. “To make the Triangle
a top-five entrepreneurial region within five years.”
Whoa. Kind of a high bar for a place lacking cred.
But Bell felt that if Raleigh lacked cred, it didn’t lack the
elements that create it. For example, she knew the Raleigh
start-up ShareFile was about to be acquired by software and
cloud computing giant Citrix Systems – she’s married to Jesse Lipson, who started ShareFile in 2003 when she founded
her company, after they closed their first start-up, Novel Projects. She obviously couldn’t share that inside information, but
she didn’t think that was all Raleigh’s tech community had to
share.
She believed Raleigh and the Triangle were awash in exactly the kind of employees tech companies need. She had
gone to Duke, and she knew that its tide of graduating students, plus those from other universities and employees from
Research Triangle Park, were ideal. She knew tech incubators
like Durham’s American Underground, opened in 2010, were
having great success, and she knew that companies like hers
and like ShareFile were thriving in Raleigh.
But as far as the rest of the world was concerned, Raleigh
was a good place to find employees – and then take them away.
And as a downtown Raleigh entrepreneur herself, she felt
something lacking. “It felt like there were no entrepreneurs,”
she says. “There were very few co-working spaces. There was
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Big plans
Jesse Lipson surveys the block-long site on West
Street that will house Citrix Systems. He became
vice president and general manager of data sharing
for Citrix when the software giant bought his company, ShareFile, in 2011.

Brooks Bell, inC.
The founder of her self-named firm turned the second floor of the Junior League
of Raleigh building into cutting-edge workspace for her group and the HUB.

no center of gravity in Raleigh. As a result of no community,
there was very little buzz.”
So she set out to make it.

Build buzz

That top-five goal? She’s realistic about that. No place
is going to supplant Silicon Valley, Boston, or New York as
the top three spots for tech entrepreneurship. But in that second level? Raleigh, she is sure, can hang with the Austins and
Boulders of the world. She asked herself what was lacking
and came up with two main answers: capital and space. She
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thought HUB Raleigh would not only
help provide the space but also would
provide a central spot to help investors
and entrepreneurs find each other.
“And since [it opened on] Nov. 1,
we’ve already got 33 entrepreneurs working out of this. It shows how Raleigh desperately needed something of this scale.”
Jesse Lipson, Bell’s husband, echoes
everything Bell says. As metaphor rather
than comparison, Lipson likens the Triangle’s main cities to the New York landscape: Raleigh would be our Manhattan;
Durham is the Triangle’s Brooklyn, with
Chapel Hill like a Princeton, N.J. “Raleigh’s a little bit more of a young professional city.”
He says that from an office on the
western edge of Raleigh, though he won’t remain there long.
ShareFile, the cloud-based file-sharing service he launched in
2005 and built without a dollar of outside investment, grew
successful enough to be purchased by Citrix Systems in 2011,
and he’s now its vice president and general manager of data
sharing. So when Citrix announced plans to move into a renovated building in the downtown Raleigh warehouse district,
Lipson was getting the downtown workspace he and Bell have
wanted from the start. “We have a lot of young employees who
are really excited about being downtown,” he says. And that

deja Mi
Justin Miller finally has (zoning-approved) room
to grow in his new office space in the HUB.

group of 400 who will be part of the first Citrix group downtown surely includes the people with good ideas for (shhh!)
their own basements – or the HUB, anyhow. “Those people
will then become the start-ups of tomorrow.”
And it’s a virtuous circle, he’s convinced. Red Hat is
in the process of moving 1,000 tech employees downtown;
Citrix will add hundreds more. That supports more restaurants, more stores, more downtown living. “The more culture
we have, a cool place to work and play; every time we [bring
downtown] another company, it becomes easier for the next.”
Brian Handly, CEO of StepLeader, says much the same
from a conference room in StepLeader’s renovated warehouse
on a block of West Hargett Street that Handly says “I had
literally never even been on before we moved in here.” When
DejaMi’s Justin Miller said he didn’t know about other tech
start-ups downtown, it’s because they’re hiding in places like
this: cool, but unknown.
A spinoff from Capitol Broadcasting Company based on
the success of a WRAL app, StepLeader creates digital and
mobile information apps used by publishers, especially television stations, nationwide. When it came time for the company
to take its 28 employees and step away from its parent, Handly did nothing more complicated than look at a map. “We
mapped out where all of our employees reside: Wake Forest,
Clayton, Cary, Garner, Durham … geographically it makes a
lot of sense.”
He agrees with Bell that the Triangle will be a major
tech destination, and it is happening fast. “Look at Durham,

three, four years ago,” he says. “There was nothing.” American Underground comes up: “Hey – it’s a basement,” he says.
“But now every tech start-up wants to look at American Underground.” So developments like HUB Raleigh are exactly
what’s needed: “It takes a culture shift here – that downtown
Raleigh is a hip, happening place for entrepreneurs.
“Then you look at (the success of a company like) ShareFile. We need more of that.”

Creative creature comforts

Beyond the map, Handly made a list when moving
StepLeader out of WRAL: “We wanted places within walking distance. Where we can go eat, have coffee. “ Research
Triangle Park was not the answer for the younger, more energetic people who work at companies like his – people whom
urban studies theorist Richard Florida calls the Creative
Class. “You have to get in your car to do anything. Here I can
walk out the door to three restaurants within a few steps. And
from what I hear, a brewery is opening up right behind us.
“It’s much more attractive to folks with that entrepreneurial mindset.”
On the other hand, like many entrepreneurs, he pointed
out the difficulty of finding venture capital in Raleigh. The
American Underground has offices in Durham’s American
Tobacco Campus, with tech accelerator Groundworks and
several venture capital firms and the Council for Entrepreneurial Development. Thus a new business can find funding,
incubation, and advice without leaving its campus.
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stepleader
Under the watchful eye of a gallant gent, Brian
Handley of StepLeader, left, speaks with employee
Kris Ostrowka in the renovated warehouse on West
Hargett St. that serves as StepLeader’s headquarters.

Bell sees the HUB as a place for that, too. Miller, in fact,
got more than his space at the HUB from his forced exit from
his basement. “The silver lining was twofold,” he says. “We
got a local investor on board. A local tech angel,” whom he
prefers not to name.
Money comes from other places, too, Miller says – at a
Washington, D.C., start-up pitch competition called Distilled
Intelligence he was overwhelmed by the tax breaks, cash, and
other incentives D.C. offered, and he fears those may lure
companies away. “I would love to see Raleigh start offering
incentives.”
Zach Clayton, founder and CEO of Three Ships Media, doesn’t agree. Three Ships, a social marketing and tech
company that works beneath tin ceilings in bright, renovated
offices at the corner of Hargett and Wilmington streets, is
named for the exploring spirit of the three ships of Columbus.
Just as independent, Clayton doesn’t want incentives or tax
breaks: “The city created the environment for good work,” he
says, referring to the investment the city has made in downtown over the last decade. “I’m a Republican who’d say (Democrat) Charles Meeker has done more for the city than any
civic leader in 100 years. We have well-lit streets, a strong education system, public transit. That’s all we could ask for. We
have two [of 25] people who come from Chapel Hill on the
TTA bus. How cool is that?”
He gets advice, staff, talent, and customers all without
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leaving downtown. The only change he’d like to see involves
risk. He’d like to see more venture capital willing to take risks
on start-ups. In fact, he thinks Raleigh needs to develop a
looser attitude towards risk in general.
“We have great momentum as an area. The gaps aren’t
talent or ideas. But if this area wants to become Silicon Valley,
it’s going to have to become more comfortable with failure.”
Like any new business, tech start-ups fail regularly. But with
tech-savvy venture capital around, founders of failed businesses have no trouble getting funding for the second or third
attempts that eventually succeed. With stolid, Old South venture capital? Not so much.
He considers Bell and Lipson to be mentors and doesn’t
doubt their goal of making the area a major tech region. “You
have SAS in Cary; you have Red Hat. You have Citrix. We
have first-tier talent. If Brooks and Jess lead the charge, that
will accelerate progress towards that goal.”
Longtime downtowner Bill Spruill says Raleigh is further
along than it even knows. “We are a vibrant spot compared to
a lot of other areas, and we’ve done it on a sort of organic basis.
I feel like we already are one of the top places, we just don’t
toot our horn enough.” He should know – he started and sold
international verification service AddressDoctor, and in 2010
he founded Global Data Consortium, whose offices at Hargett and Salisbury now hold three employees; he’s also on the
board of the Council for Entrepreneurial Development. And

charting new paths
CEO Zach Clayton and President
Emma Battle run Three Ships
Media from the second floor of
a renovated furniture factory
on the corner of Hargett and
Wilmington streets.

regarding incentives? “Incentives is a big,
big bucket,” he says. “What I think we
need as incentives are more infrastructure around transit – connectivity for
entrepreneurs. Anything that removes
barriers to people getting together and
moving on their business ideas are good
incentives for the area.” He lives downtown too and says a downtown grocery,
healthy food options, and more bike
paths would be more successful than tax
breaks in luring and retaining the type
of people who start and populate tech
companies.
Above all, he agrees with Clayton
about comfort with uncertainty. Like
Clayton, he rents from Empire Properties, which offers what he calls a “soft
and subtle incentive” in a lease that’s
“sensible in the pricing and arrangements with entrepreneurs.
“If your business is successful, you’ll grow and they’ll grow
with you. If your business isn’t successful – and a lot of entrepreneurial businesses are not – you’re not held into some
weird, five-year thing.”
Low cost of living. Interesting spaces to rent. Places to

downtowner
Global Data Consortium founder Bill
Spruill lives and works downtown.

walk, eat, drink, and play. New co-working space, a growing
and supportive community, and an influx of large tech companies. It’s hard to see anything that will derail the growth of
Raleigh’s downtown tech presence.
As long as nobody calls zoning.
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Drink

by Charles Upchurch
illustrations by Laura Frankstone

T

REVERIE AND REVELRY
Classic Mardi Gras cocktails to try

There’s a reason New Orleans is home to the Museum of
the American cocktail. Most agree the Big Easy is its rightful birthplace and remains the nexus of appreciation and reverence for the
cocktail’s utility. By the time they’ve learned the catechism, most natives in the Garden District and Metarie can whip up a brandy milk
punch to make mère and père proud.

But you needn’t be within a bead’s throw of Bourbon
Street to enjoy some NOLA-style reverie. After all, the Le
Moyne brothers, sent by Louis XIV in 1698 to defend his
claim on the Louisiana territory, had not yet reached the site
of the settlement of New Orleans when they decided to drop
anchor and kick up their heels. On March 3, 1699, a Tuesday,
they beached it on a little delta island, named it Pointe du
Mardi Gras, and went bananas for a few days. The founding
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of New Orleans, eventually scouted out 60 miles upriver, had
to wait.
Feb. 12 is Fat Tuesday this year. In honor of Pierre and
Jean-Baptiste, let’s let the good times roll right where we are.
I’ve enlisted some well-informed locals to recommend four
authentic New Orleans cocktails to put a little Mardis Gras
esprit in your go-cup.
The Hurricane, despite being maligned as an overly

» Gigs
sweet tourist concoction, has fueled the perpetual party
at Pat O’Brien’s on Bourbon Street in the French Quarter
since the ’40s. Here’s how Peter Carlin, bartender at the Big
Easy on Fayetteville Street in Raleigh, stirs it up: Over ice
in a tall glass, mix equal parts light rum, Myers dark rum
and Cruzan coconut rum, a dash of DeKuyper crème de almond, and a splash of grenadine. Finish with OJ and pineapple juice, and garnish with an orange slice and a cherry.
The Vieux Carré, translating as “old square” and referring to the French Quarter itself, originated in 1938 at the
Monteleone Hotel’s iconic Carousel Bar. It imbues sturdy
American rye with the old-world flavors of brandy and
Benedictine. At Battistella’s, a New Orleans-inspired restaurant and bar in Raleigh’s City Market, bartender Jenna
Cyr keeps this cocktail a classic: Over ice combine one
ounce Jim Beam Rye, one ounce Christian Brothers VSOP
Cognac, one half-ounce
Dolin sweet vermouth,
one half-ounce B&B (or
Benedictine), and liberal
dashes of Peychaud’s
bitters. Garnish with a
lemon twist.
The Ramos Gin
Fizz, a frothy confection
now mainly associated
with brunch (or perhaps,
on Fat Tuesday, breakfast), was all the rage
in New Orleans for decades and stands as one
Colleen Speaks
of its most distinctive
cocktail legacies. First
created in 1888 by Henry Ramos at the Imperial Cabinet
Saloon, the original recipe called for 12 minutes of shaking,
requiring as many as 20 bartenders on duty to do just that.
Colleen Speaks, owner of Raleigh’s PoshNosh Catering, lived in New Orleans for 10 years and needs fewer than
three minutes for her version: Combine in a mixing cup
one shot of good, dry gin, simple syrup, lemon juice, lime
juice, egg white, heavy cream, and orange blossom water.
Shake for 30 seconds, add ice, shake for two minutes, strain
into a tumbler, stir in a spritz of club soda, and garnish with
a lime or orange peel.

The bread and butter of any Delta barman’s repertoire,
the Sazerac is widely recognized as the world’s first cocktail. In 1838 Antoine Peychaud
mixed the toddy – featuring
Sazerac brandy and his namesake bitters – in a double-ended
egg cup or coquetier, from which
the term “cocktail” evolved. By
the 1870s, as absinthe was introduced to the recipe and
American rye replaced brandy,
the Sazerac cocktail had set
New Orleans abuzz.
At Battistella’s, it is made
with the same care and authenticity as Chef Brian Battistella’s Creole gumbo: Fill a
rocks glass with ice to chill; in
Brian Battistella
a second glass, muddle sugar
and Peychaud’s bitters; add rye and ice, stir to chill; empty
ice from rocks glass, rinse with absinthe, strain in contents
from second glass; twist lemon peel over drink, and garnish.
Now, about that brandy milk punch…

RECIPES

RAMOS GIN FIZZ

SAZERAC

Colleen Speaks, PoshNosh

Brian Battistella, Battistella’s

1 shot dry gin
1 tablespoon simple syrup
1/2 ounce fresh lemon juice
1/2 ounce fresh lime juice
1 fresh egg white
1 ounce heavy cream
Few drops orange blossom
Water
Spritz of club soda
Garnish with lime or orange
peel

2 ounces rye
3 dashes Peychaud’s bitters
Sugar
Absinthe
Ice
Garnish with lemon peel

Shake for 30 seconds, add ice, shake
for two minutes, strain, stir in club
soda.

Fill rocks glass with ice to chill. In
a second glass, muddle sugar and
three dashes of Peychaud’s bitters;
add rye and ice, stir to chill. Empty
ice from rocks glass, rinse with
absinthe, strain in contents from
second glass. Twist lemon peel over
drink, and garnish.
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photographs by Juli Leonard

TOKENS OF DEVOTION

W

Where would February be without love? The weather’s dreary. Resolutions
have begun to nag, not inspire. Spring feels eons away. But then, right in the middle of
this gray, damp, midwinter month – hooray! – comes a day devoted to love.
A chance to give your special someone a special focus. Not necessarily in the form
of flowers, chocolates, love notes, jewels, or dinner. But why not?
We say phooey to those smug Valentines nay-sayers, the folks who claim it’s all a
big Hallmark invention. Romance is alive, but we’ve got to keep it that way. Need some
inspiration?

Microplane spice grater, $12.95
Savory Spice Shop, Lafayette Village,
8470 Honeycutt Rd., Raleigh

Tom’s baby shoes, $29
Great Outdoor Provision Company,
Cameron Village, 2017 Cameron St.,
Raleigh

Patagonia men’s Torrentshell jacket
in red delicious, $129
Great Outdoor Provision Company,
Cameron Village

Oliver Peoples sunglasses, $350
Saks Fifth Avenue, Triangle Town Center,
5959 Triangle Town Blvd., Raleigh
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Creed Original Santal
unisex fragrance, $260
Luxe Beauty Boutique,
The Alexan at North Hills,
4209 Lassiter Mill Rd.,
Raleigh

» Style

Shawlsmith scarf, $40
Anna & Alice,
Lafayette Village

Jay Strongwater heart locket
charm, $125
Saks Fifth Avenue, Triangle
Town Center

Valentino couture Bow d’Orsay pumps,
$675
Saks Fifth Avenue, Triangle Town Center

Achaval Ferrer Malbec 2011, Mendoza,
Argentina, $27
Vinos Finos y Picadas wine and tapas bar,
Lafayette Village

Peppermint chocolate bars,
3 ounce box of two, $7.99
Videri Chocolate Factory,
327 W. Davie St., Raleigh
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at the

Table

artfuL Living
Party host and gallery owner
Rory Parnell fills her home with
art and friends.

Life of the party

Rory Parnell fills her home in support of art education

R

by martha quillin
photographs by liz condo

Rory Parnell did not herself prepare the petite crab cakes with
Cajun remoulade that guests gobbled in two bites at her late fall party to
benefit local arts education. Her husband, Jerry, grilled the beef tenderloin.
Her brother-in-law labored over the shrimp.
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party with a purpose

Left: Landscape
painter John Beerman, center, talks with John
Gaitenby and Tori Reynolds at the Parnells’ United
Arts fundraiser. Above: Ragan Carlile, left, with
party host Jerry Parnell, center, and guest artist Bill
Leslie, WRAL news anchor.

But the beautiful food – and the Guess Who’s Coming
to Dinner fundraiser for the United Arts Council of Raleigh
& Wake County – might have been bland without the special ingredient Parnell brought to the soiree. The way a cook
sprinkles salt over a simmering pot, Parnell scatters cheer.
She doesn’t throw a party so much as she creates the conditions in which one is bound to happen, whether it’s at her
home or business.
Parnell is co-owner of The Mahler Fine Art Gallery, a
regular stop on the popular First Friday gallery walk and the
site of openings and receptions throughout the year. Parnell
also uses the restored late-1800s building on Fayetteville
Street in downtown Raleigh – welcoming, airy, bright and
filled with a changing array of art – for nonprofit fundraisers
and private parties.
Parnell had two gallery events the same week she had 40
guests for the Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner party and never broke a sweat.
“When we’re selecting the hosts for the dinners, it’s not
so much about the size of the house, or the way it’s decorated,
or the menu,” said Eleanor Oakley, president and CEO of
United Arts, which uses the annual event to raise money for
its Artists in the Schools program.
“More than anything else, we want hosts who enjoy giving parties.”
The kind of people, Oakley said, who can throw open the
front door, wave the neighbors over, start a pot of spaghetti,
uncork a bottle of wine, “and everybody has a good time.”
“I’m so comfortable entertaining,” said Parnell, who grew

up with five sisters on Long Island in a house that she recalls
was always clean, so the family could invite people over on the
spur of the moment. “It’s about having life in your house.”
Parnell started her own household with Jerry, a high
school classmate, and the couple stayed in New York while he
did his residency in urology. They came to North Carolina in
1981 and found a wooded lot in the Stoneridge neighborhood
off Ebenezer Church Road, still under development at the
time. They hired an architect to design a contemporary home
with enough cozy spaces for just the couple and their son,
Parnell said, but open enough that “you could also have 100
people milling around.”
While Jerry built his practice, Rory planned to launch an
import business that would let her travel, but she met a woman
who talked her into co-founding an art gallery instead. They
were partners for six years before the other woman left to attend art school, and by then, Parnell said, “I was just hooked.”
As she learned more about art, she developed as both a
dealer and a collector, filling her house the way she filled her
gallery, with pieces she loves, many of them created by artists
she knows and adores. The house is devoid of clutter but full
of color and motion. A familiar landscape in an unfamiliar
light on this wall; a collage with layers of texture and symbolism on that one; a whimsical sculpture on a table.
Eventually, the Parnells added a wing to the house and
connected it with a space designed to showcase even more art.
The night of the dinner, even the lap pool in the back yard
added to the imagery, as tiny magenta lights reflected off the
water, and a handful of autumn leaves stirred its surface.
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an edible and visual feast
Hostess Rory Parnell mingles with her guests; the buffet included
grilled chicken and pineapple skewers, right, and smoked salmon
appetizers.

A jazz trio set up in the open den, adding an aural counterpoint.
With the stage properly set, Parnell needed only to add
food and the right mix of guests, which she achieved by encouraging certain life-of-the-party friends to attend.
She didn’t worry that the evening would come together
successfully, because experience had taught her how adjust.
She recalls one holiday party she and Jerry planned at their
home for about 55 of his colleagues and staff. The night before
the party, a car trunk-full of glass ornaments she’d planned as
decorations broke into a million glittering pieces on the driveway. The next morning, there was no running water in the
house; the well had gone dry.
“We have to cancel,” Jerry said.
“It’ll be fine,” Rory insisted. The well man came, and
water was eventually running again, but that was before she
spilled a bucket all over an Oriental rug and the Christmas
tree fell over.
A couple of hours later, the couple was telling the story to
their guests. “It turned out to be a great party.”
So did the Guess Who dinner. Most of those who came
donated $350 per couple to United Arts, which started the
dinners about a decade ago to support Artists in the Schools,
an endeavor that gives students in more than 100 public,
private and charter schools across Wake County more than
100,000 hours of contact with visual, cultural and performing
artists.
The dinners’ theme – Guess Who’s Coming – adds
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a bit of intrigue, as guests know only that at least one artist
with North Carolina connections will attend their event. They
don’t know until they arrive who that will be.
This year, more than a dozen dinners were held over three
nights, some as intimate as 14 guests gathered around a table
and a handful as big as the Parnells’, where servers threaded through the crowd offering sausage-stuffed mushrooms or
smoked-salmon-on-potato-galette appetizers.
Dinner was a buffet where guests served themselves from
the beef or shrimp, or grilled
She doesn’t throw a teriyaki chicken-and-pineapple
party so much as she kebobs. The caterer, Ladyfincreates the conditions in gers, is especially known for the
which one is bound to rolls with shaved country ham
happen, whether it’s at that were stacked like Southern
her home or business. pyramids on broad platters.
Jerry Parnell spent much of
the evening in one of the most prominent spots in the house
– the bar – where he poured wine and soft drinks.
“I like it here,” he said. “I get to see everybody.”
Key to the success of the dinners, said United Arts coordinator Graham Satisky, is keeping them small enough that
guests can talk with the featured artists, as well as meet new
people and enjoy acquaintances they see at other arts events.
“I’m not really even an artist,” demurred Bill Leslie, one
of the surprise guests at the Parnells’ party. Leslie, who gets
up most days at 2:30 a.m. to host the morning and then the
noon news on WRAL-TV, stayed up well past his bedtime to

919.489.8362 • www.persiancarpet.com
5364 durham chapel hill blvd., durham
(corner of i-40 and 15-501, exit 270)

attend the dinner, where he talked briefly about his experience
as a singer and the book he created based on his father’s watercolor and oil paintings from the 1940s and ’60s.
Hillsborough landscape artist John Beerman also attended, bringing several canvasses, set on easels at eye level where
guests could get close enough to look for brush marks.
While taking Bill Leslie’s wife, Cindy, on a quick tour of
the home, Parnell stopped in front of one painting, reached
up and roughly wiped off some dust that clung to the surface.
Cindy Leslie looked startled as the painting rattled against the
wall.
“It’s like with your kid, when they’ve got a smudge on their
face and you just kind of reach out and get it off,” Parnell said
later, demonstrating by wiping imaginary soot from her own
cheek. “You don’t even think about it.”
In fact, said John Coffey, chief curator for the N.C. Museum of Art, who attended the Parnells’ dinner, “most of the art
you see in museums was never intended for museums. It was
designed for churches or people’s houses. It’s nice to see it out
in the world, and not just in the rarified world of a museum.
“This is how art is supposed to be enjoyed,” he said: as
another welcome guest at the gathering.

william yeoward l’objet varga moser bernardaud
sferra le jacquard francais reed and barton juliska vietri
john derian buccellati match eva gordon hermes
michael aram simon pearce julia knight gien nest
herend monica rich kosann annie glass smathers & branson

plan your ever after

4209-119 lassiter mill road | raleigh, nc 27609 | 919-785-0787
info@shopquintessentials.com | www.shopquintessentials.com
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ARTIST’S

spotlight

michelle pearson

D

by Stacy chandler
photographs by liSSa gotwalS

Dance has taken Michelle Pearson all over the world – as a professional performer,
a state department cultural envoy, and a William C. Friday fellow – but she has always had a home
at Raleigh’s Arts Together.
“It’s kind of like grandma’s house,” she says, “where I come and I’m accepted for exactly who I
am.”
She grew up dancing with Arts Together, a nonprofit
community school just west of downtown that offers classes
in dance, art, drama and more for children and adults. And
these days Pearson, 42, is back, teaching what she calls a
“hard-core technique” class and doing contemporary choreography for the multigenerational Rainbow Dance Compa-

ny. She danced with it as a child, and now her daughter does,
too.
Pearson’s roots at Arts Together, which celebrates its
30th anniversary this year, run deep. But the branches she
has put out into the world since her first days there reach
even farther.
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Leading the way
Pearson guides her students at
Arts Together in Raleigh.

‘I’m a dancer. It’s dance that’s therapeutic. It’s dance that builds

Not love at first plié

Pearson started taking dance classes at 8, when she moved
to Raleigh, and admits it wasn’t exactly love at first plié. But
when she started taking classes from Lemma Mackie, who
soon thereafter founded Arts Together, something clicked.
Pearson’s involvement with dance grew, and by high
school she was dancing five or six days a week. She earned a
dance scholarship to East Carolina University, but even then
she wasn’t completely sold on dance as a career.
“I went to school still not thinking I was going to major
in dance,” she says. “I was planning on math or something like
that.”
But she found that dance had crept into every corner of
her life, including math. “I figured calculus out through movement back in high school,” she says. “I was one of these kids,
as soon as I could get up and see the different revolutions and
the lines and stuff, it made sense.”
After college, she headed to New York City, dancing with
two companies and waiting tables until her big break, a fulltime gig with Liz Lerman’s Dance Exchange in Washington,
D.C. There, she found that contemporary dance was more
than just a way to express herself; it was also a way help others
let movement tell their stories, no matter their age, their experience, or their physical or mental limitations.
With Dance Exchange, Pearson created dances with children and senior citizens, with shipyard workers, nuns, politicians and the football team from California State University,
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Chico.
The power she can harness from dance to communicate
and heal caught the attention of the state department in 2011,
when the U.S. embassy in Sierra Leone requested an artist
who could help promote healing in a culture dealing with difficult social issues and the aftermath of a brutal war. The war
wasn’t something people in Sierra Leone talked much about,
Pearson recalls. Slowly, as she worked with artists and citizens
in the country, their stories came out.
“I realized in my cast (of performers), half of them had
been child soldiers. And the other half had hidden in fear
from child soldiers,” she said.
Closer to home, Pearson was invited in 2006 to be part of
the William C. Friday Fellowship, a program that brings together the brightest leaders in a range of fields to work toward
improving human relations in North Carolina. She thinks she
was chosen because of her proven success at turning a challenging situation into a creative opportunity: “Being in the
room when incredibly difficult conversations are being had,
and creating with that. Not dispelling it, not trying to fix it
or change someone else’s story, but just bringing it to a place
where it can be heard or understood new.”
In two years of meetings and brainstorming sessions,
Pearson participated alongside the other fellows. But when a
particularly thorny issue arose at a weekend retreat and progress was grinding to a halt, she was called upon to lead. She

dance
ambassador
Pearson with drummers,
dancers, and artists in
Sierra Leone.

community. It’s dance that’s educational. It’s dance that’s healing.’

headed up a 30-minute “movement experience” that resulted
in clearer heads and forward progress, and dance since has become a regular part of the fellows’ intensive work.
Tall and lean, Pearson moves when she’s talking, and even
when she’s not – a habit that earned her some good-natured
teasing from the more staid lawyers and bankers at Friday fellowship events, she said. She speaks with intensity, in a voice
that has retained a subtle Southern lilt amid all her travels. All
the while, she locks eyes with a listener, not as a challenge, but
as an invitation to engage fully, as she does, with the topic at
hand.

Beyond the stage

So much of Pearson’s work these days makes dance reach
far beyond the stage, past the seats of the theater, out of its
doors, and into the wide world.
She has stayed connected with Dance Exchange as an artistic associate and leader of the MetLife Healthy Living Initiative, and she is the “artistic curator” for Black Box Dance
Theater, a Raleigh group formerly known as Even Exchange.
She travels the state and beyond as a guest artist for universities and elementary schools and for sessions with wounded
warriors, the elderly – anyone for whom dance can provide
healing.
But don’t call her a dance therapist.
“I’m a dancer,” she says. “It’s dance that’s therapeutic. It’s
dance that builds community. It’s dance that’s educational. It’s

dance that’s healing. I’m just a dancer. And I have this skill to
invite participation and craft what is elicited into something
that is recognized as powerful, beautiful.”
When she’s applying those skills at Arts Together, she
works to cultivate the power of dance over the mind as well as
the body.
“When I teach my class, I want the material to be hard and
to be fun and to be challenging. I want people to sweat. I want
them to hurt a little bit tomorrow,” she says. “But I also want
them to feel like it mattered that they were here. It mattered
that they felt like more than just their body was dancing. More
than just their muscles and bones were moving.”
She adds: “There’s something uniquely human that is part
of their dancing. And I think that’s my mission here at Arts
Together. I feel like maybe that’s what I received as a child,
that I mattered, and it’s the thing that I want to carry on.”

Arts Together will celebrate its 30th anniversary with an event that
includes cocktails, dinner, awards and a silent auction to benefit The
@ Fund, which supports scholarships, technology and equipment, and
community outreach. WRAL-TV meteorologist Elizabeth Gardner
will serve as emcee.

when: Thursday, Feb. 28, 5:30 to 9 p.m.
where: First Citizen Bank Headquarters, Raleigh
tickets: Individual tickets are $100, and other sponsorship
levels are available. For more information and to buy tickets,
call 919-828-1713 or go to www.artstogether.org.
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My town

It’s EpIc

Cary gamers work in a
universe all their own

O

On a nondescript street in suburban Cary stands
a pale gray, three-story office building the average commuter wouldn’t give a second glance. There is no sign, no
special security or lighting, no indication that anything
more interesting than bookkeeping takes place inside.

Gamers know better: This dimly lit, sensory-overloading high-tech world of creatures, darkness, and brawn is Epic Games.
Famed for its blockbuster, every-award-winning, billion-dollar Gears of War sci-fi
video game series and the Unreal technology that powers them, Epic is to gamers
what George Lucas is to a generation of movie lovers: The creator of an endlessly
compelling alternate universe that mints money. Last summer, the movie Iron Man 3
came here to shoot on location inside and out; Epic will divulge nothing, but rumor
has it Epic’s HQ just might stand in for the bad guys’ lair.
If Hollywood considers Epic’s universe screen-worthy, imagine how fascinating
what goes on here is to the people who play its games. Online chat rooms, fan sites
and game magazines reveal the level of obsession among Gears of War lovers. It’s a
fair guess that the kind of kid who videotapes his drive past the Epic HQ and posts
it on YouTube might be a tiny bit interested in a peek behind the door.
So it feels almost unfair that a 40-something mom – one whose sum-total video
game experience involves a foggy memory of Pong – gets to check it out.
Nevertheless, on a recent overcast morning, chief financial officer Joe Babcock,
who calls himself “the old guy” of Epic at 41, welcomed just such a visitor for a tour
of the world that he and 170 fellow (awfully young, mostly male) employees inhabit
for a good chunk of their waking hours.
It’s a world of dark rooms and bright screens, a place where game designers and
game testers keep company with artists’ renderings of ghoulish monsters. Where the
intense, immersion war games created here begin with an artist’s sketch, and where
playing a new game for hours on end with a bunch of guys is an honest day’s – or
night’s – work.
World apart
If what goes on here isn’t run-of-the-mill, neither is the space, an opaque, subtly
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» My town

ALTERNATE UNIVERSE
Natalie Brickell of Epic Games strolls past a
Christmas-ready, giant depiction of Marcus Fenix, a
character from Gears of War 3.

sleek, curvilinear building. The exterior’s masculine
cool continues inside, with industrial interior design heavy on the rivets. In spaces that look more
like dorm rooms than offices, designers and developers toil at screens among bean bags and action
figures. Some have crowded their desks into one
corner of an otherwise empty space; others face
each other at a distance. Whatever works. “We

have kind of a unique staff,” Babcock says. “They
all have a window, and they all black it out.”
In one office, three guys perch on tables. On the
white board behind them, neat handwriting spells
out words like “smelters,” “dread,” and “devil’s nest.”
Nearby is art director Chris Perna, the man who
“builds the nightmares,” Babcock says. “His creatures have shaped our game style, and guide our
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Workspace, epic-style

Meetings at Epic take place below the climbing wall, if that’s where
people want to be.

look and feel.” Characters like the muscled, menacing Locusts start out as ideas in Perna’s head before they become
molded clay, then latex, then digital. A replica of a hulking,
snub-nosed, shark-toothed creature called Berserker – “she’s
female,” Perna offers – leers from a bookshelf.
Ubiquitous headphones make for quiet hallways linking these darkened workspaces, but all of that changes in the
broad swath of daylight known as “Main Street.” When the
company added a second building in 2010 and more than tripled its space – a project it completed with Capital Associates
of Cary – it built a giant connector between the two.
Meant to lure hyper-focused game designers away from
their screens, Main Street works hard to fulfill its mission. A
screen big enough to rival a Jumbotron, a two-story slide, a
climbing wall and a kitchen stocked with all kinds of food –
including 20 flavors of PopTarts – say a lot about who works
here and how hard it can be to tear them away from their
work.
“We used to have a kitchen on every floor.” Babcock says,
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“but we wanted people to have to come together and meet and
talk. That was the idea.” As he speaks, a meeting is taking place
at a few round tables below the climbing wall; tablet computers display the life-size faces of colleagues who are videoconferencing in. Water guns lie on a table nearby.
“The whole idea and concept is to make it so that people
don’t have to leave,” Babcock says.
A few steps from Main Street lies Epic’s playtest lab. On
this day, 15 young men (and two women) are engrossed in
Gears of War Judgment, due to be released March 19. The game
is a focus of intense speculation, and gaming journalists from
around the world are here for a sneak peek with a strict embargo until the release date. Unprintable, good-natured trash
talk provides a sound track.
In a nearby giant motion-capture studio equipped with infrared cameras, local actors and martial artists don special reflective suits and act out scenes. A closet stocks the 50-pound
weighted vests that make certain characters lumber.
Not far away is the employee game room that lures with

Work is PlAy

Rob Auten, writer of Gears of War
Judgment, left, and PR manager
Wes Phillips, right, try it out in Epic’s
playtest lab before launch.

CreAtive ProCess
Epic staffers make themselves comfortable; their days are long.

imAgined CreAtures
A 3-D version of Berserker, from Gears
of War, left, shares shelf space in art
director Chris Perna’s office with
various creatures including a zombie
spider man, far right.

Art tAken seriously
Epic Games artists have a proper, easel-filled
art studio for regular life drawing sessions.

old-school favorites – Ping-pong, Pac Man, and even an intact, working Atari set from the 1980s. There is also a trickedout gym, a yoga and exercise studio, and a quiet room for naps.
In fact, not all is dystopia in Epic land. An upstairs studio
features a scarf-draped armchair surrounded by a semicircle of
easels. Regular live drawing sessions here help the 60-odd artists on staff “refine and hone their skills,” Babcock says. Charcoal sketches lie scattered on tables with boxes of sculpting
clay.
And then there’s M.O.M., Epic’s “Mistress of Morale,”
Anne Dube. She helps these young workers – some barely
out of adolescence – with everything from registering a car

to buying a house. She creates events to bring them together.
They call her when they get engaged; they ask her for advice.
She makes sure something from nature finds its way into their
PopTart diets, and she completes the circle.
Because if you live and work at Epic Games – and you’ve
got a M.O.M – really, why would you ever leave? -L.R.
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Q&A

with Billy Warden and Greg Behr

jAmes w. owens
Although he isn’t exactly a household name, James W. Owens is one of the
most accomplished businesspeople ever to come out of Raleigh. Before heading up one
of the world’s largest companies, the former chairman and CEO of Caterpillar, Inc. was
like most other graduates of N.C. State University eager to make his way and make
a difference. His journey has taken him not only to Caterpillar but also to the White
House, the Business Roundtable, and the Council on Foreign Relations.

He lives today in Peoria Heights, Ill., when he’s not in Copper Mountain, Colorado,
or in Southern Shores, N.C., where he spends several months every year. Here, Owens,
67, talks about meetings with POTUS, philanthropy, and the Monopoly man …
Q: You’re sitting next to President Obama in a
photo on your Wikipedia page. Though you’ve
been “boss” to thousands, does pow-wowing
with the president still make you feel like a
Cub Scout meeting Smokey the Bear?

A: I’ve been in meetings with both
President George W. Bush and President Obama. If I could get three or four
important points in, I’d feel very good.
Once you go to a few of these, you’re not
thinking, “I’m hanging out with a rock
star.” You’re thinking, “Did I get the
message across?”
Q; Is there small talk? Snacks? Do you openly disagree with the President of the United
States?

A: If the event is set up as a photo op,
there’s not much give and take. Usually
a photo op is about a message the office
holder wants to send. But most good
leaders invite knowledgeable people to
come, discuss, even debate. I’ve worked
principally in trade. President Obama
heard my views, and took the other advice more than mine.
Q: Since the crash of 2008, a stereotype of
business people has developed as one dimensional, interested only in money, the Monopoly man with a mean streak. How does that
sit with you?

A: It’s very disappointing. The country
has focused on class warfare and redistribution rather than on growing the pie.
It’s not the way America got to be great.
I came up through a very small town,
Elizabeth City. My parents struggled.
I’m very grateful for that. Now that my
wife and I are successful, we relish the
opportunity to give back.
At end of day, we’re ashes to ashes.
You can’t take it with you. The business
executives I work with are of the same
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mind. The villainization is unfortunate.
Q: You’re an N.C. State grad. Recently, universities have come under fire for purportedly
over-charging while under-delivering. Does
higher education need to change?

A: N.C. State is a very good value, particularly in the STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) disciplines
and how well it prepares you for the job
market. It’s a great benefit to our state.
But with universities in general, there
is huge problem in that we have not
gotten huge productivity increases over
time. We have inflation in the cost of
maintaining talented faculty. It’s increasingly unaffordable for middle class
families. We need to improve productivity. It’s like any product – how do we it
make better?
Q: What lessons did you take from N.C. State
to your career running a blue chip company
like Caterpillar?

A: I left N.C. State more than 40 years
ago to work at Caterpillar. My graduate
degrees in macro and micro economics
as well as the great communications and
people skills I learned working on campus have helped shape my understanding and interaction with the world.
Q: What are you doing today?

A: I am a director of Alcoa, IBM, and
Morgan Stanley. I am a senior advisor for the private equity firm KKR,
and a director/trustee for the following nonprofit institutions: N.C. State.,
the Council on Foreign Relations, and
the Peterson Institute for International
Economics.
Q: A lot of impending N.C. State and other grads are worried about their futures.

What’s your take on how to succeed in life
and business circa 2013?

A: I’m worried about our economy. We
need to create an environment for economic growth. We can’t have employees
without employers. The United States
needs to begin to shift its thinking toward global competitiveness. How do
we invest in the world market? We can’t
build a wall around us.
Q: Those are some big challenges for a new
grad to deal with. Is there a word that sums
up the future? In The Graduate it was “plastics.”

A: I think having the opportunity to
work and have a great job and provide
for your family continue to be some of
the best things about America. Pick
your occupation and move around.
I have friends who are teachers, and
they’ve done wonderful things in life.
Q: Raleigh and its neighbors have seen a
surge in start-ups. How do they fit in?

A: Start-ups are extremely important. They’re where innovation comes
from. Lots of start-ups fail, but that’s
OK. Some take root, become privately owned and very successful. SAS is a
great example. Three graduate students
came together to build a company and
stick with it.
Q: We’ve been all business in this interview.
Not that there’s anything wrong with that.
Give us a look at Jim Owens, Just a Guy.

A: Sports are still a passion – watching
Wolfpack football and basketball; snow
skiing and body surfing with family;
and, even a little golf. As a read, I prefer
history to fiction. Surf fishing and duck
hunting are fun, too, when time permits.

Sporting

by Charles Upchurch
photographs courtesy of Chip Popoviciu

summiting everest

I

With Martin Middle School behind him

It’s called the Death Zone. The last thousand meters
from Camp Four to the summit of Mount Everest is an oxygenfueled ridgeline traverse at 28,000 feet over ice, rock and snow
– a razor’s edge where earth comes nearest to heaven itself.
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To the left, Nepal falls away, 8,000 feet down a frozen
slope into the distant clouds. To the right, a 10,000-foot
plunge into Tibet. On May 22, 2008, on this most dangerous leg of his two-month quest to reach the top of the world,
Raleigh technology entrepreneur Ciprian “Chip” Popoviciu
told Walter how he and his climbing partner, Vance Cook,
pushed steadily upward through wind and darkness, planting one spiked boot carefully in front of the other under. A
full moon cast the Himalayan peaks beneath them in ghostly blue.
Back in Raleigh, students at Martin Gifted and Talented
Magnet Middle School were anxious. They knew the conditions. They knew the risks. They knew the route and the
plan. They knew that like any smart climbers attempting
this mountain, Popoviciu and Cook had to make for the
summit at night, reach the top at dawn, and get out before
the Death Zone made good on its name. Before it did to
them what it has done to more than 200 climbers, including
some of the most experienced mountaineers in the world.
Since March, these kids had studied Everest, and followed Popoviciu and Cook through live blog posts, videos,
and satellite phone calls. Equipped with a solar-powered
mini-laptop, video camera, and an uplink to a secure web
portal, the climbers had welcomed Martin’s students along
for the ride. Teachers at the school – which prides itself on
providing “diverse learning experiences” – had developed
course work in geography, math, science and language connected to the expedition; Popoviciu even set up a wireless
sensor network allowing the students to monitor his heart
rate and the environmental conditions on Everest.
It was a “once in a lifetime” experience for the students,
says Diann Kearney, principal of the school. But it was also
the kind of thing Martin prides itself on fostering – unique
educational opportunities that draw on the school’s 100plus elective offerings, plus its network of parents, teachers,
and supporters in the community. “Because of the variety of
the courses we offer, and the range of experts we have, when
something like this comes along, there’s inevitably someone
at Martin who is the go-to person,” Kearney says, “and we
have a wealth of folks in reserve to draw on.”
The plan to involve Martin students in the Everest adventure was the brainchild of Gigi Karmous-Edwards,
then a Martin parent and scientist at the Microelectronics
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FLYING THE FLAG
Triumphant at the summit, Popoviciu unfurls a flag
made for him by the students of Martin Middle School.

Center of North Carolina, and Cisco Systems PR executive
Kirsten Weeks. Popoviciu, then 39 and a senior technical
leader at Cisco, worked with colleague Tim Woods to configure the equipment to make it possible.
Before his departure, the students gave him a specially
designed flag to unfurl at the summit. “Having the students
involved made the trip so much bigger,” said Popoviciu. “I
felt like I was carrying 1,000 kids up the mountain with
me.”
But Everest has a will of its own. As often happens, the
physical challenges exacted a price, and the prospect of a
summit bid grew doubtful. “In the end,” said Popoviciu, “it
was the kids who carried me.”

Alpine explorer

If you ran into Popoviciu at Third Place, or any of
his favorite haunts in Five Points near the home he shares
with his wife, Nicole, you might not peg him for an alpine
explorer. But he is born to it. He grew up in Transylvania,
the western region of Romania. The Carpathian Mountains
were his home, playground and spiritual refuge. By the time
he was in college, he was an expert mountaineer.
In 1993, Popoviciu came to the United States, earning
a doctorate in physics at the University of Miami. He then
came to Research Triangle Park to work for Cisco, where

Better service.
That’s how
we roll.

Keeping in touch
Popoviciu checks in with the kids at Martin Middle School,
who tracked his progress, the local weather, and even his heart
rate as he made for the highest point on earth.

over 13 years he became a leading
next-generation internet protocol engineer. As a balance to an intensely
technical work life, Popoviciu embarked on climbing trips to some
of the tallest peaks in the Western
hemisphere. It was on Mount Aconcagua in Argentina where he became
friends with Vance Cook, a Utah entrepreneur and fellow adventurer who
convinced Popoviciu that it was time
to go big.
Popoviciu and Cook landed in
Kathmandu on March 25, 2008. They
made the 10-day trek across Nepal’s
Khumbu Valley to the base camp on
the south side of Everest.
Back at Martin, the students were
busy learning about where Popoviciu
was, and the feat he was about to attempt. They learned about the puja,
the traditional Sherpa ceremony
asking the mountain spirit for safe
passage. They got to know the sherpa Jamling, who would accompany

Popoviciu and Cook, and the challenges he faced in Nepal providing
an education for his own children.
They learned about the dangers of the
Khumbu Icefall, a massive, tectonic
mash-up at the head of the Khumbu
Glacier, where breakaway ledges the
size of buildings crash in the distance,
and crevasses open to unfathomable
depths.
Meantime, the climbers spent six
weeks acclimating to the dry, oxygenthin air with excursions to camps at
higher and higher altitudes, each time
returning to base camp to recuperate.
Then, finally, came the summit
window. For a few days in May, the jet
stream winds that shear the crest of
Everest are held at bay by monsoons
approaching from the south, making
it safe enough to follow Sir Edmund
Hillary’s route to the top without getting swept into the void. Yet even after coming so far, Popoconviciu feared
continued on p.93
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Reflections

by Doug Glanville

bold declarations

I

It is often said that if you want to make God laugh,
you make plans. I often wonder what we think God would
do when we make bold declarations.

It did not take long for my Raleigh circle to catch on to
a declaration my family made after jumping the broom and
establishing our new city love affair here in 2011. We had
moved five times in two years to finally arrive in Cameron
Park, and it only made sense that collapsing over the finish
line represented permanence. There was no way we could
elect to leave – let alone get up – after being covered in
boxes, dog hair, baby gear, and the contractor-produced dust
of renovation.
Then, on the day of my December debut in Walter, in
which I declared my love for our chosen city, ESPN made
me an offer I could not refuse. At first I considered it “possibly commutable,” but then realized there was no way. The
only option that kept the family together was to move to the
Hartford, Conn., area.
That same evening at a holiday party in Oakwood, my
neighborhood friend Paul Lowe did not pull any punches.
“You are like an SEC coach,” he said. “You declare loyalty,
and then you leave the next day.” Spoken like a true ACC
fan.
But he also spoke the truth. We often think that the person doing the blindsiding could not possibly be blindsiding
himself, but in fact, that is what it feels like.
It’s a feeling familiar to high-performing athletes. Denial
is part of survival. You deny your injuries and self-doubt,
your age, your own needs if necessary. Its sweet whispers lull
you into a waiting game, because your experience tells you
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that nothing is for certain, until it is, and even then, there is
an asterisk attached to it.
Like the players who have made the team but were
pulled off the bus just before a flight to start the season, I
know that a dramatic reversal can occur while you wait for
the ink to dry on the contract’s signature line.
I have been working at ESPN for three years, and we
knew that there might be a day that this profession demanded more. When I first started, my wife and I marveled
at the possibility of a job that allowed us to live anywhere in
the world. We chose Raleigh. When looking at my contractual obligation of 40 appearances a year mathematically, we
ran the numbers and decided it was manageable, and more
importantly, commutable.
Then we learned that 40 was never 40. In fact, in year
one, it was only 32. But in the world of news, it wasn’t the
“how many?” that presented the greatest challenge, it was
the “when?” and how could I get there at a moment’s notice?
Then the question dawned on us as I entered year three:
“What happens if I actually get good at this job?”
We didn’t answer that question. Maybe it was because we
were already home here. We had weighed every factor imaginable, put it into our emotional computer and watched it
still spit out Raleigh. We were at the geographic center of
our family, we had what we needed, the curtains were ordered, so where could we possibly be going?
But even at the gravitational center of our families, we

»
learned that they were in many different stages of their lives.
My mom was a re-energized retiree who enjoys traveling;
my brother was not in the fatherhood club and was freely
flowing in the Triangle; my wife’s parents were still heavily
at work, hustling and literally living on a mountain. As we
learned with three kids younger than 5, the day to day is
the key. Being in the position to answer our son’s questions
about volcanos in the middle of the night; discussing the
merits of going to the ER or not. Our best results came
when we were both right there, together.
But with a commuting spouse, “right there” becomes a
moving target. It hits streaks and slumps, nonstops and connections. There were many days when I woke up at home
in Raleigh without having to go to work, a more-involvedthan-average working parent; then there were other days
when I woke up on the road in a Holiday Inn.
Despite the logistical help that comes with childcare, it
takes time for any kind of nonparental help to shift from
a quantitative support system to a qualitative one. No one
could be Dad, no one was a surrogate husband looking out

Reflections

for my wife the way I could, and I didn’t want it that way,
anyway.
I had already played nearly 15 years of baseball. That’s
162 games, 180 days. Game time was a permanent state.
But in my vow to this new professional arrangement, we had
to tap the choices my wife and I have made over and over
again. Work together to let each other have the time to follow an opportunity, a passion. Just as my abrupt retirement
from baseball shined the light on my wife’s developing legal
career, her shift in professional focus opened the door for
me to become an ESPN analyst and a writer on a book tour.
I suppose it is a part of love that does not fill the Hallmark cards. But it does urge a couple to break the embrace
of a warm and comfortable hug of Raleigh. Then again, like
this opportunity, we can only try to plan for what is next,
and since next may take on a life of its own, we may end up
back on that circle that seems to have brought us here in the
first place.
This time, however, we won’t make any promises.

  

               

 

 
 



   

  
 

   

   



 



 

Junior League of
Raleigh President
Pat Wilkins



N.C. Gov.
Pat McCrory
The Honorable Janet
Cowell; the Honorable
Roy A. Cooper III and
his wife Kristen; First
Lady Anne McCrory; Gov.
Pat McCrory; Lt. Gov.
Dan Forest and his wife
Alice, First Lieutenant
A.J. Skolnitsky, escorting
Secretary of State Elaine
F. Marshall



Inaugural Ball
Honorary Chair Mary
Brent Wright and her
husband Robert

Lt. Gov. Dan Forest
and his wife Alice

INAUGURAL BALL

The Junior League of Raleigh hosted the Inagural
Ball at the Convention Center on Jan. 11. About
3,500 supporters welcomed Gov. Pat McCrory;
the Avett Brothers provided entertainment.
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Junior League of Raleigh event co-chair Virginia Yopp with The Avett Brothers


Artspace board member Amy Baker with Artspace
board member John Jenkins and his wife Judy

The

Enchanted
Fairy

Mike Shield Photography (ARTSPACE)

Joseph Philipose and
Donna Shoplock

Artspace executive director Mary Poole and
art model Beth Berngartt

Honorary co-chairs Tricia and Stuart Phoenix with Melissa Simpson
and Sally Plyler

ARTSPACE COLLECTORS GALA

More than 450 supporters gathered at Artspace Nov. 17 for the organization’s biggest annual fundraiser. They raised a record $114,000 to support artist’s studios,
exhibitions, art classes, and community outreach programs.

Special Occasion &
Pretend Play Fashion
For The Trendsetting Child

– New for 2013 –

Parties and Play Dates
Raleigh
919-710-8100
www.theenchantedfairy.com

»
Claude “Skip” Burton and Board
member Deshelia Watson

Mark Hewitt

Chocolate pottery desserts

Auctioneer Rusty Hesse
with Hewitt’s Generosity

Honorary Chairs
Linda and Orage
Quarles III

LUCY DANIELS CENTER
BENEFIT



On Nov. 9, the Lucy Daniels Center held
its Expressions benefit at the Umstead
Hotel and Spa. The event raised more
than $90,000 for the center’s child mental
health programs. The highlight was a meal
inspired by the pottery of Mark Hewitt and
created by Herons chef Scott Crawford.

JC Raulston Arboretum supporters
turned out in October to raise money
for N.C. State University interns at
the nationally acclaimed garden.
Parrie Admire and Phil Abbott

Sally Chamberlain. Suzie Heath, Dale
Chamberlain, Michael Heath

Rosanna Adams and Cynthia Herlong
Pat Burns Bulka and Gail McCullough
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Lucy Daniels Center/DeShelia Spann Photography (EXPRESSIONS); David Herlong (ARBORETUM)

ARBORETUM FUNDRAISER

»

WakeMed Emergency Physicians



Lauren Stump, Jenny Richardson, Jane Doggett Evans, Suzanne Griffin, Tish Turner

Gladys Knight

the row
ulla johnson
derek lam
Susan Fuller, Ira David Wood, Ashley Mattox Wood,
Bobby Ramseur, Amanda Ramseur

zac posen
lela rose

© 2012 f8 Photo Studios (WAKEMED)

3.1 phillip lim



WAKE MED GALA

Seven-time Grammy winner Gladys Knight entertained hundreds at the Raleigh
Convention Center on Dec. 1 at the WakeMed Foundation’s annual Society of 1861
Appreciation Gala. The black tie dinner dance honors the hospital’s major supporters.

raleigh denim
balenciaga
rag + bone
proenza schouler
t by alexander wang

raleigh

919.787.9780

w w w. v e r m i l l i o n s t y l e . c o m
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Walter and Trish Rand with George Howard

Co-chairs Mary Martha Ellis and Heather Warren with
Jacquelyn King

RALEIGH ROUNDUP



The Red Sword Guild of the American Cancer
Society held its 15th annual Raleigh Roundup
fundraiser Nov. 9 at the state Fairgrounds’
Kerr Scott Building; hundreds of guests
helped raise more than $250,000.

Dr. Deborah Fisher and Dr. Kevin Campbell

Ashley and Harris Vaughan

Honorary Chairs Dr. James and Laurie Zidar

Peggy Rose, Laura Usher, Dr. Bruce Usher Jr., and Dr. Gregory Rose
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Stuart Jones (ROUNDUP); ; Brian Strickland (REX)

REX GALA

About 800 guests gathered at the
Raleigh Convention Center on
Nov. 10 for Rex Healthcare Foundation’s 25th annual Gala. The
theme was “Wild About Rex” and
raised money to support the Rex
Heart and Vascular program.

»
Kim and Mike Lewey admire the award-winning “Polar
Express” creation by Troy Knight and the “Wii Little Chefs”
team

Stacey Mangum of People Solutions and
Alice Lutz, CEO of Triangle Family Services

Erica Salkow of Fifth Third
Bank and Creighton Blackwell of Coastal Federal
Credit Union

monograms
earrings
rings
charms
necklaces
bracelets

J.B. Haygood (TRIANGLE FAMILY SERVICES)

PieBird chef Greg Buck
made this gingerbread
creation.

TRIANGLE FAMILY SERVICES

Triangle Family Services held its 10th annual Gingerbread
Benefit at the Umstead Hotel in Cary on Nov. 29. Chefs from
around the area created and donated gingerbread houses
that were sold to raise additional funds for the United Way
agency that helps families and individuals in crisis.

RALEIGH BORN & RAISED
NEW FLAGSHIP STORE NOW OPEN
208 S. WILMINGTON STREET
MOONANDLOLA.COM 919.322.4277
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From left: JoAnn Chamberlin, Ingrid Jones, Karen Manganillo, Staci Barfield, Tina
Cochrane, Nicoa Dunne, Sara DuChon, Amy Simes, Fay Washington, Rebecca Cole
Maselli Front row, from left: Kim Koppel, Laura Case, Lisa Qualls

City of Raleigh Councilmember Mary-Ann and
Jim Baldwin

Caroline Williams
and Ed Cheeley

Lauren Eney and Tyler Helikson

WOMEN IN BUSINESS

TROUBADOUR AT FLEUR

5261 SUNSET LAKE ROAD, HOLLY SPRINGS
919.303.2528 • southerncharmnc.com
Southern Charm Boutique and Engraving

Fleur Boutique in North Hills hosted Charleston-based
Troubadour designer Lindsey Carter and her Spring 2013
collection on Nov. 28. On The Square chefs Inez and Stephen
Ribustello of Tarboro catered the dinner for 25.

Catherine Fain (FLEUR); Lisa Qualls (FEM CITY); Kiersten Porte (ACORN KITCHEN)

Come in and see
why our customers
Love us So Much!

POP-UP PARTY

Lauren Eney and Tyler Helikson’s new Acorn Kitchen venture
throws parties for followers at short notice in unexpected
locations. Their Great Gatsby-themed new year’s eve party
brought 70 revelers to a historic home in Oakwood with the
instructions to park at Burning Coal Theatre and “follow the
light.” Luminarias lined the two-block route.





FemCity Raleigh, an organization dedicated to helping
professional women succeed in business and in the
community, held a holiday social on Nov. 29. The event
took place at Kindred, a non profit boutique that serves
as an incubator for emerging local artisans.

»

Joel Williams

Graham Terhune Photography (SCOUT)

Lyne Gamble, Katherine Jordan, Scout Guide editor Hopie
Avery, Walker Teele, Kathryn Yandell, Mary Blake

THE SCOUT GUIDE

Kathryn West, Mary Carter Taub, Ellen Williamson,
Marguerite Horan

The launch of the Scout Guide, which
aims to “capture the best of local”
businesses in Raleigh, Durham, and
Chapel Hill, was celebrated at CAM
Raleigh on Nov. 30.

Woody Eatman, Wick Morgan



Watered Garden Florist
studio

SUBMISSIONS FOR THE
WHIRL:

Please let us know if you have pictures from
your event for possible inclusion.
Contact: Liza.Roberts@Waltermagazine.
com
Please include “The Whirl” in the subject
line.

530 Pylon drive, Raleigh, NC 27606 | 919.828.2600 | wateredgarden florist.com

Fit

courtesy Laurie Peele

by Charman Driver

MEDITATIONS ON MEDITATING
When technology company workers meditated for eight weeks as part of a
University of Wisconsin study, their brains changed. Activity was lowered in areas of the brain associated
with negative emotions and was increased in areas associated with feelings of wellbeing and happiness.
Their immune response improved. There was nothing special about the participants in this study, or in the
many other studies that have shown the benefits of meditation. They were ordinary people with ordinary
jobs and ordinary lives.
What they prove is that it’s possible, through meditation, to go from being an anxious person to a
confident person; from habitually stressed to more laid-back; from being prone to bad moods to happier.
Whenever I meditate, I always feel refreshed, energized, and less anxious. You may wonder whether
you’re “cut out for it.” I hear a lot of people saying things like, “Oh, I could never meditate; I’m too easily
distracted.”
I’d like to reassure you that anyone can meditate and that you don’t need any special abilities to follow
this path.
The idea behind meditating is not that we’re seeking to have “perfect meditations,” like an Olympic
gymnast going for a perfect 10 in a competition, but that we’re doing some basic work on developing our
minds, as we do when we go to the gym to exercise.
When we go to work out, it wouldn’t be very helpful to think, “Oh, I can’t work out, I’m not strong
enough or fit enough.” The whole point of working out, as we know, is to start from where we are and to
develop greater levels of strength and fitness.
It’s the same deal with meditation. If we’re very distracted, or very anxious, or we keep getting irritated
by sounds in our environment when we’re trying to meditate, that’s just what we’re starting with. That’s our
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raw material.
Meditation helps us to become aware of these habitual tendencies and also helps us to work with them so that they become less
prominent in our lives, so that we become a bit less distracted, less
anxious, more accepting.
And just like working out at the gym, where we don’t make
some sudden leap to athleticism, in meditation we change gradually.
Breath by breath, meditation by meditation, day by day, we work
changes within our hearts and minds; changes that accumulate over
time.
While there are many different types of meditation, here are
some basic guidelines if you’d like to give meditation a try.
First find a quiet place to relax, and then put your body into a
comfortable position. I usually lie down in my room with the lights
dimmed. Close your eyes and concentrate on your breath going in
and out of your body.
The idea behind meditating The action of concenon your breath
is not that we’re seeking to trating
is what helps you let go
have “perfect meditations”... of worries and stress.
but that we’re doing some Instead of focusing on
basic work on developing life’s little problems,
our minds you clear your mind
and instead focus on
the present moment.
At first, some people might have a hard time letting go to just
be in the moment. If that’s the case, try to do it for only a few minutes for the first couple of times. As you become more comfortable
with the practice, give yourself 20 minutes of escape time. And don’t
worry if your mind starts to wander; just refocus on your breath. It
always comes back to the breath.
As you go, you will enjoy physiological benefits: Your heart
rate will slow; your blood flow will increase; your immune function
will improve; you will harmonize your endocrine system. You will
also achieve psychological benefits: You’ll become more confident;
your creativity will blossom; your memory and concentration will
improve. And you will reap spiritual benefits: Your peace of mind
will stabilize; your compassion will grow; you will develop a greater
capacity for love.
This can all come without any special equipment, and it’s not
complicated to learn. It can be practiced anywhere, at any given moment, and it’s not time consuming; 15 to 20 minutes a day is plenty.
Best of all, meditation has no negative side effects. With all that in
mind, shouldn’t you be asking yourself: “Why am I not meditating
yet?”

Fine Furnishings For the
sophisticated home
Your Raleigh headquarters for fine consignment furniture,
home décor and accessories
Unparalled quality & selection

5655 Western Blvd., Raleigh, 27606 • 919-851-6969
www.sohoconsignments.com

Caring for the women of
the Triangle since 1952.

Obstetrics
Gynecology
Infertility
In-Office Ultrasound
Advanced Laparoscopic &
Robotic Surgery (da Vinci ®)
Endometrial Ablation
(NovaSure®)
Tubal Sterilization (Essure®)

North Raleigh Area | 11001 Durant Rd | 919.781.2500
Rex Hospital Area | 2605 Blue Ridge Rd | 919.782.9005

www.blueridgeobg.com

Just one plant

by Tony Avent
illustration by Ippy Patterson

HELLEBORES

M

A rose is a rose, except when it’s a lenten rose
Most folks don’t typically think of winter as a
great garden season, especially if they migrated here from
the northern gardening hinterlands. In Raleigh, however,
winter is usually filled with windows of good weather
that provide opportunities to garden, as well as time to
enjoy evergreen plants in the winter garden.
There are few perennials that can rival the winter interest of hellebores, a.k.a. Christmas or lenten rose. Despite the name, hellebores are related not to the rose, but
to clematis. These evergreen staples are among the most
coveted perennials by those who know them. Sadly, they
still remain relatively unknown outside of plant enthusiast circles. Because hellebores don’t flower quickly from
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seed (it usually takes two to four years), and often finish
flowering before most folks visit garden centers in the
spring, hellebores are rarely seen at typical retailers.
Most hellebores came to the United States from the
Balkans, most notably the former Yugoslavia. I was fortunate to have spent time last spring hiking through Bosnia, Croatia, Slovenia, and Montenegro, where I simultaneously dodged goat pies and land mines while studying
hellebores in their native haunts. In the wild, we saw
hellebores growing both in open alkaline meadows and
mature woodlands. In the latter, they often intermingled
with other woodland garden favorites like wild ginger,
epimedium, and ferns.

» Just one plant
Hellebores have long been grown in gardens, although originally
for their medicinal properties. Hellebore leaves are filled with alkaloid toxins and have been used medicinally as both as a poison and a
purgative. It is because of their toxicity, however, that hellebores are
prized as deer-resistant plants for those suffering an excess population of “wood goats” in their neighborhood.
Most garden hellebores, Helleborus x hybridus, are a mongrel mix
of hybrids comprised of numerous Balkan species that have been
bred together for nearly a century. While one of the earliest-flower-

derful clumps of Helleborus x hybridus, despite being home to a fraternity house for many decades!
Because hellebores naturally become root-bound in containers, it
is important to remove the potting mix and loosen the roots when
planting them in the ground. This will make it much easier to keep
your hellebore roots watered and alive until they are well established.
If you want to enjoy your plants in containers before planting, be
aware they are very heavy consumers of water when actively growing
in the fall and spring months, but not when they go into a nonactive

ing true species, Helleborus niger, starts flowering about Christmas in
Raleigh, most Helleborus x hybridus peak for us in mid to late February and can last in flower for several months.
Hellebores are renowned for their tolerance of drought and neglect, although they truly thrive when grown in a slightly moist but
well drained soil. They are very sensitive to poor drainage, so sites
that remain soggy or excessively wet are not for them.
A true testimonial of the durability of hellebores are those growing at the old Raleigh garden on Park Avenue of North Carolina’s
famed garden writer, the late Elizabeth Lawrence. Her Raleigh
home, from which she moved in the 1940s, is still filled with won-

growth state during the heat of summer.
Breeding efforts of the last decade have resulted in incredible
advances in flower color as well as flower shape and form. It’s not
surprising now to see everything from double purples to reds and
yellow and pretty much anything in between – a far cry from the often muddy flower colors of the hellebores of the 1980s. You can remove the developing seed in June to keep your colors pure, or allow
the plants to seed around, and in a few years, you’ll enjoy a rainbow
of amazing colors in your winter garden.

I was fortunate to have spent time last spring hiking through Bosnia, Croatia, Slovenia, and Montenegro,
where I simultaneously dodged goat pies and land mines while studying hellebores in their native haunts.
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Givers

by Todd Cohen

moise khayrallah

Bridging differences

Moise Khayrallah, the CEO and co-founder of
Morrisville-based drug developers Neuronex and Aerial BioPharma, has read and reread The Prophet by the LebaneseAmerican writer and poet Kahlil Gibran. Khayrallah, a native
of Lebanon, particularly likes Gibran’s chapter on giving. He
wrote about “giving without a thought for what you’re getting
in return,” says Khayrallah, who has made significant philanthropic contributions to education, the arts, and international
understanding in the area. “It’s like myrtle,” he says, paraphrasing Gibran, “breathing its fragrance in the air.”
Khayrallah, 53, arrived in the United States in 1983 as a
24-year-old student at UNC Chapel Hill, where he received
a doctorate in psychology. He started the first of a series of
biotech companies in Research Triangle Park in 2002; his latest venture, Aerial BioPharma, launched last year.
Along the way, he has made giving back a serious endeavor.
Why the arts?

Three years ago, Khayrallah established a program
for Lebanese-American
studies at N.C. State University designed to document the
histories of Americans of Lebanese descent who have emigrated to North Carolina over the past 130 years. He has
also supported the Center for International Understanding,
a UNC center based in Raleigh. “It’s very important that
North Carolina citizens get exposed to the global issues that
affect our state,” he says.
Other nonprofits Khayrallah supports include Carolina
Ballet and the North Carolina Symphony, and many smaller charities, including Rebuilding Together of the Triangle,
Carolinas Chapter of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, and
Housing for New Hope.

How did you meet your wife, Vera?

The arts are a wonderful medium to
bring people together and expose them
to a different category of intellectual
or artistic activities than they are accustomed to locally. When you see a
ballet that was designed by a Russian
choreographer and interpreted by a local American choreographer, it cannot
help but widen your horizon.

How did you go from a PhD in psychology to a career in drug development?

We are so dependent on each other
in so many ways. I first came to the
United States. for grad school in 1983.
I wouldn’t be here had it not been for
other people giving to me. So I cannot
just sit and take. You have to return.
Our world would be miserable if we
did not give to each other.

I was always interested in phenomena
of the mind, and I wanted to study
psychology. I realized quickly I loved
research rather than the practice. Even
though pharmaceutical research is the
topic, the methods are the same. We
work on drugs for neurology and psychiatry that have to do with the nervous system

What inspires you to give?

What did your parents do?

My hometown was 30 miles northeast
of Beirut, a village called Ghbale, in
the mountains. My dad worked in the
hotel and restaurant business, and my
mom was mostly a homemaker, and
helped him with the restaurant. They
were hard-working folks, and they decided education was the best gift they
could give me. I have three brothers
and a sister. The five of us were a heavy
load on them. We all went to college.
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She’s from my hometown. We moved
here as newlyweds. We didn’t know
anybody. She is a social worker, with
a master’s in social work from UNC.
She works for Wake County Social
Services.

What do you like to do for fun?

We travel a lot. We exercise regularly.
We belong to the Middle Eastern
book group at Quail Ridge Books.

Who are your heroes?

My dad would come closest. He was
very quiet, and sacrificed everything
for us, and asking nothing in return.

What is your favorite movie?
Gandhi. It inspires me in many different ways. The struggle he had to go
through. I love movies that transport
me and make me live for a couple of
hours in a world that’s completely different from mine.

What is your philosophy of life?

To live a productive and enjoyable life
while contributing positively to the
lives of others. You come on this earth.
You need to have a productive but also
a fun life. At the same time, you’re not
living alone. You belong somewhere,
you belong to a community. You need
to pay back and give back to others.
That balances it out.

If you could fix a problem, what
would it be and how would you do
it?
The biggest threat for our world is extremism. The extremists on both sides
are allies in many ways, even though
on different sides of the political spectrum. They feed on each other. It’s the
people in the center who are hurting
and want a peaceful life. It’s really just
letting people know there are aspects
of our culture that group us rather
than splitting us. In the end we are
more similar than we are different.

» Sporting
continued from p. 77
he wouldn’t be able to continue. A rib injury suffered during
a climb had grown worse, causing stabbing pain with every
breath. A summit bid, requiring labored breathing on oxygen in one of the most unforgiving environments on earth,
now seemed a dream too far. But a message from home,
arriving on his birthday, changed that. It was from Martin Middle School. “Happy Birthday, Chip!” it read. “We’re
with you!”
His pain and doubt were lifted by young spirits half a
world away as he checked his oxygen supplies and geared
up for the final push. They paused briefly at the Balcony – a
ledge hung in the ether at 26,000 feet – before negotiating
the South Summit and scaling the famed Hillary Step, leaving only the final ridgeline ascent to the highest terrestrial
point on the planet.
They pressed onward, slowly, up the snowbound ridge,
ever closer to the ultimate 29,035 feet. As they reached the
crown of Everest, the first light of dawn turned the snowcapped ranges rose-pink. An embrace with Jamling, then
with Cook, and then the magnificence of silence standing
on the top of the Earth.
Popoviciu’s first thought was of his wife Nicole and her
sacrifice, allowing him to spend two months away from
home. He was overwhelmed with appreciation for life, his
home and family, and the soaring beauty of the planet. Then,
as Jamling aimed the camera, Popoviciu pulled the flag from
his pack and unfurled its message: “Martin Middle School
– Dream it, Achieve it!”
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Lewis H. Stocks, M.D
Lisa Horan, CNP

Welcome home

At Martin, Popoviciu returned to a raucous reception.
He gave a presentation to the student body and thanked
them for their support and strength. In turn, the students
presented him with a check. They had sold bracelets as a
fundraiser, collecting $1,500 in Popoviciu’s name to help
fund technology education for the school children of Nepal.
Popoviciu is now founder and CEO of Nephos6, a nextgeneration internet protocol and cloud technology firm. He
consults internationally and plans to return to Nepal in his
ongoing quest to climb some more of the 14 tallest mountains on Earth – the “8,000ers” – all above 8,000 meters. In
the meantime, look for him at Third Place, one of his favorite places in the world.
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Books

BOOKS OF LOVE

T

Recommended by the staff at Quail Ridge Books

“To be fond of dancing was a certain step towards falling in
love,” wrote Jane Austen, in her characteristic declarative, disarming
style. Though the character of Mrs. Bennett (who appreciated the longterm benefits of dancing) had her mercenary side, there’s no question
she was on to something. Nor is there any question that Austen – and
writers throughout the ages – have shaped our ideas about love.
Today’s writers are at it still.
Walter asked the staff at Quail Ridge Books – some of the best-read folks we know – to
give us their picks from some of the best recent books about love. The following selections have a
lot to say on the subject: Its meaning, its complications, its lessons, and its beauty.
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» Books
In Sunlight and in Shadow
Mark Helprin

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012

An epic love story set in post-World War
II New York City, it tops Quail Ridge
owner Nancy Olson’s list. “A magnificent
700-page read,” Olson says. When Helprin visited the store to read from the
book in October, a capacity crowd came
from miles around. It was a rare appearance; Helprin didn’t tour with the book
but made an exception for Quail Ridge,
says store manager Sarah Goddin. “Nobody moved a muscle” as Helprin spoke
about his inspiration, which came in part
from his father’s experience trying to run
a family business in New York after the
war, under the thumb of organized crime.
Helprin said his main characters – an earnest soldier and a patrician actress who
fall in love despite differences of religion
and class – were based on real people. The
result is an elegiac love story not only between the two main characters, but with
the city itself.

This is How You Lose Her
Junot Diaz

Riverhead, 2012

A collection of love stories. Maternal, obsessive fading, and illicit love all feature in
this lyrical compilation from the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. “The female staff
at QRB were charmed by Diaz when he
visited the store and kissed each of us!”
Goddin says.

The Secret Lives of People in Love
Simon Van Booy

HarperCollins, 2010

The first short story collection by this
award-winning writer, who is also the
editor of three books of philosophy. Set
in Kentucky, New York, Paris, Rome, and
Greece, Van Booy’s stories address the redemptive power of love amid chaos. Olson
says Van Booy “is a fantastic writer” and
worth a read.

Tiny Beautiful Things: Advice on Love
and Life from Dear Sugar
Cheryl Strayed

Vintage, 2012

A collection of advice columns disarming
in its candor and insight. “She’s so brutally
honest,” Goddin says. Strayed, who wrote
the popular, anonymous online column
“Dear Sugar” for the blog therumpus.
net, is also the bestselling author of Wild.
Goddin says her compassionate, humorous, direct advice on love is “worth a read.”

1Q84

Haruki Murakami

Knopf Doubleday, 2011

“Perhaps as unconventional a love story
as you will find,” Goddin says. The story
is told in alternating chapters by the characters Tengo and Aomame, who met in
third grade, parted in fifth, and have never
forgotten each other. “It’s so unusual that

it won’t appeal to everyone,” Goddin says,
“but it’s a real love story, a fascinating
book, and completely riveting.”

Love, Life, and Elephants:
An African Love Story
Dame Daphne Sheldrick

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2012

In the realm of nonfiction, this book is
both a memoir and love story. It’s a story of love for elephants – Sheldrick and
her husband David helped lead the fight
against poachers in Africa and worked to
protect orphaned elephants – and it’s also
a story of the author’s love for her husband, a warden in Tsavo Park whose tragic
and early death inspired her work and life.

Verse

by Tim McBride

at first sight
"As G force increases, the visual field constricts" -USAF Aviator's Medical Manual

No Cupid's bow, no darling buds of May, no weakening of the tendons
in my knees, no earth unsteadying, no trumpet blasts or violins,
no rainbows, parting clouds, or fireworks. Just raw gravity,
acceleration through a steep banked turn, aortic valve
crushed to a thread, the sky a gyre narrowing,
a stopped-down lens, all peripherals gone
black around the tightening circle into
which I flew, the unvanishing point
of light on which my eyes had
locked as if somehow
they knew the single
thing I had to
find was
you
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coming next month

March

the leadership issue
raleighites
Presidential Power

Pull up a chair for a roundtable discussion on leadership – what it is,
and how to foster it – with the presidents of four Raleigh colleges and
universities. Dianne Boardley Suber of St. Augustine’s University, Jo
Allen of Meredith College, Dorothy Yancy of Shaw University, and
Debra Townsley of William Peace University share their insights.

the Walter profile
Jim Hunt

Four-term North Carolina governor Jim Hunt knows a thing or two
about leadership. Writer Mary E. Miller profiles this native statesman.

story of a house
All grown up

An elegant Raleigh house changes with the times as its owner makes
her childhood home every bit her very own.

at the table
Working together, eating together

Sunday afternoon means lunch at the family barn for Raleigh’s McLaurin clan, whose multi-generational parking business stretches
across the state. Andrea Weigl tells us how they pull it all together.

hear
In the groove

Shaw University’s WSHA-FM keeps soul, funk, r&b, jazz, reggae,
gospel, blues, and Latin on our capital area airwaves. Lewis Beale tells
the story of Raleigh’s most eclectic radio station.

made in

R aleigh

T

Nicole Alvarez

The fabric of a ciTy

To call Matt Tomasulo a local entrepreneur is to tell half the story. Yes, he’s local – here in
Raleigh, and in 20 cities around the globe. Yes, he’s an entrepreneur – and a social innovator, using map-based art
and guerrilla-installed walking signs to bring communities closer together.
The man behind CityFabric and Walk Raleigh was recently named one of 40 urban leaders under the age of 40
by the urban renewal nonprofit Next American City.
Tomasulo, an N.C. State College of Design graduate, began printing T-shirts three years ago with black-andwhite maps that show the buildings and infrastructure of Raleigh – the masses and voids typically studied by urban
planners. The idea was to spark discussion about growth and development, but their sleek, stylish look quickly
caught on with those seeking chic. Tomasulo now sells CityFabric art in addition to T-shirts for 20 cities from
Raleigh to Barcelona.
And his self-installed “wayfinding system” of 27 signs in downtown Raleigh designed to encourage walking last
year (“It’s a 14-minute walk to the train station” was one), spawned Walk [Your City], a template other cities can
follow.
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